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Mission Statement

The Centre will carry out fundamental research at an internationally recognised
standard of excellence in the areas of the mechanics of seabed sediments, offshore
geohazards and in offshore foundation and engineering systems. It will use its
expertise to service the offshore petroleum and renewable energy industries at
both a national and international level.

Goals
Research Goals
The principal research aims of the Centre are to identify the
key micro-structural response of natural seabed sediments
and to establish quantitative links between that response
and the performance of foundation systems and offshore
infrastructure. The goals in our key research areas are:
• Offshore sediments: To identify the key mechanisms at a
micro-structural level that dictate critical aspects of
behaviour, and quantify that behaviour using scientifically
sound models that capture key features of seabed
sediment behaviour.
• Offshore geohazards and seabed mobility: To analyse and
quantify risks to offshore infrastructure due to geotechnical
hazards and to establish a design framework for optimising
the choice of foundation and subsea engineering systems,
taking account of risk factors.
• Offshore foundation systems: To develop conceptual
models for the calculation of foundation performance,
accounting for the specificity of the environment, and to
encapsulate these models into unified design methods.
• Offshore engineering: To develop coupled fluid-structuresoil models for problems such as multi-footed platforms,
scour, pipeline response, deep water riser and moored
systems, as well as emerging renewable energy systems.
• Numerical modelling technology: To develop innovative
computational techniques and tools necessary to model
offshore infrastructure, with a focus on developing
computational algorithms capturing multi-phase sediment
response, consolidation and strain rate effects in large
deformation problems.
• Physical modelling technology: To develop innovative
physical modelling techniques and deliver research needs
relevant to the complexity of offshore sediment behaviour
and offshore soil-structure interaction.
• Georisk: To develop stochastic analysis techniques to
account for natural variability of sediment properties and
environmental loadings in the quantifying of risk to offshore
foundations and infrastructure.
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In addition to these research aims, there are a number of
broader goals that the Centre strives for:

Service Goal
To be recognised internationally for provision of advice and
specialist modelling services to the offshore petroleum and
renewable energy industry and to provide a core of people
with internationally recognised expertise in the area of
offshore foundation systems, geohazards and engineering
through PhD programs and post-doctoral training.

Teaching Goal
To provide a stimulating atmosphere that will attract the
highest quality research students at Honours and PhD level
and to ensure excellent academic and technical support
of their studies and to help develop the specialist offshore
consultancy profession in Australia.

Financial Goal
To attract sufficient research funding from industry and other
research grants to remain self-sufficient and to achieve the
research, service and teaching goals of the Centre.

Director’s Report

2010 concluded with COFS hosting the 2nd International Symposium on Frontiers in Offshore
Geotechnics. And oh what a bash! With over 300 delegates, 45 keynotes, reports and general papers,
54 posters, 1 prison (just for dinner!), 124 peer-reviewed papers and 25 countries represented, ISFOG’s
success and continued relevance within the offshore energy industry appears assured.
More on ISFOG later in the report, but before that a
special thanks from a grateful Director to ISFOG Chair
Susie Gourvenec, ISFOG Conference Secretary Stephanie
Boroughs and the entire COFS team for their tireless work
ensuring a successful symposium.
ISFOG was a fitting party to end a year of major
announcements!
In August, we were pleased to announce our partnership
with The Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust (The LRET),
an independent charity working to achieve advances
in transportation, science, engineering and technology
education, training and research worldwide for the benefit
of all. Over the next 5 years The LRET will fund a Chair and
Centre of Excellence in Offshore Foundations to be hosted
at COFS. With this support, plus matching funding from the
UWA Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan Robson, COFS will
appoint three Assistant Professors and at least three PhD
top-up scholarships per annum in the research fields of deep
water engineering, renewable energy and georisk. We also
look forward to developing collaborative relationships with the
other research centres of excellence in The LRET network.
We were also delighted when the Australian Research
Council (ARC) announced the ARC Centre of Excellence
(CoE) for Geotechnical Science and Engineering as one
of only fourteen CoE, and the only in Engineering, to be
established in 2011. The ARC CoE for Geotechnical Science
and Engineering is a seven-year collaboration between
COFS, the Centre for Geotechnical and Materials Modelling
at The University of Newcastle and the Geotechnics and
Railway Engineering Centre at the University of Wollongong
(with access to quality beach sand not affecting selection
policy we promise!). We also thank industry collaborators
Advanced Geomechanics, Ballina Bypass Alliance, Coffey
Geotechnics and Douglas Partners for having faith in us and
joining the CoE as industry sponsors. The combined Centre
will upscale geotechnical activities in Australia, with plans
for a national field testing site and there is even (dangerous!)
chatter of a new centrifuge facility. Watch this space!
COFS support for the local and international oil and gas
industry continued to expand in 2010. Centrifuge tests
focused on pipe-soil interaction for Chevron, BP and Inpex,
shared a busy schedule with investigations into the behaviour
of mudmat foundations for BP and the performance of
suction embedded plate anchors (SEPLAs) for long term
mooring for ExxonMobil.

The COFS soil characterisation laboratory was also heavily
utilised by the local and international resource industry.
In 2010 laboratory testing was conducted for more than
20 projects, with a total turnover of ~$1.9 M. Projects
included testing for Wheatstone, Browse, Gorgon, Ichthys,
Scarborough, Macedon, Camago, CLOV Angola, Pluto,
Greater Gorgon, PNG Oil Export System PL2, and Rossing
South Uranium Tailings Project. The quality of our work
relies on the continued leadership of Martin Fahey and
Binaya Bhattarai, and the dedicated laboratory staff of Claire
Bearman, Aaron Groves, Ying Guo, Usha Mani, Sharmin
Farhana, Behnaz Abdollahzadeh, Manuel Palacios, Alex
Duff and Nathalie Boukpeti. I hope you enjoy our dedicated
feature on our soil characterisation laboratory and staff in this
year’s report.
Matt Hodder, Hodjat Shiri and Hugo Acosta-Martinez are all
congratulated for successfully completing their PhD theses
in 2010. Matt returned to native Queensland and accepted
a position as a geotechnical consultant at Arup. Hodjat
returned to academic life at Urmia University in Iran. Staying
local, Hugo now works for Aecom in Perth. Our current PhD
students continue to excel. Bassem Youssef is congratulated
for having been awarded a Society of Underwater Technology
(SUT) scholarship, and PhD students Amin Rismanchian,
Chengcai Luo and Youhu Zhang are congratulated for having
received PhD top-up awards from the Australia-China Natural
Gas Technology Partnership Fund. Former students James
Schneider (now at the University of Wisconsin) and Marc
Senders (now at Woodside Energy) were honored with the
Outstanding Manuscript Award by the Marine Technology
Society at their OCEANS’10 MTS/IEEE conference held in
Seattle. Their paper “Foundation design: A comparison of oil
and gas platforms with offshore wind turbines” was partially
based on their PhD studies. Congratulations also to Susan
Gourvenec for being awarded a 2010 Teaching and Learning
Award for Postgraduate Research Supervision for the Faculty
of Engineering, Computing and Mathematics.
COFS was also delighted to hear that Dianne Boddy was
named the 2010 AGM Michell Mechanical Engineer of the
Year by Engineers Australia. Although she has not worked
for COFS for over a decade, Dianne was instrumental in the
establishment of the beam centrifuge, with her designs of the
main actuators and the initial strongboxes critical to our later
success. Congratulations Dianne.
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Congratulations to Christophe Gaudin and Susan
Gourvenec for their promotion to Professorial Fellow
(Research) and Professor respectively, and Noel Boylan
and Shazzad Hossain for promotion to Assistant Professor.
Congratulations also to Shazzad Hossain and Britta Bienen
who were awarded prestigious ARC APD Fellowships to
commence in 2011.
The year that was saw the proverbial research funding
cliff pushed back, which was a major relief for us all. More
importantly, these new initiatives from The LRET and the
Australian Research Council are providing COFS with
the means to develop solutions for the next generation
of offshore marine energy installations. With that we feel
energised, refocused and confident of our future.

Winthrop Professor Mark Cassidy
Director, Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems
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Personnel and Organisation

Director and
Deputy Director

Management Committee

Technical Support

Senior Engineer (Soils)

Centrifuge Manager

Chief Technicians (Centrifuge)
Senior Technician (Workshop)

Senior Technicians (Soils)
Technicians (Soils)

Offshore
Sediments

Business Manager

Administrative Officer
Project Assistant

Chief Technician (Electronic)

Senior Technicians (Electronic)
Technician (Electronic)

Seabed
Geohazards

Management Committee:

Offshore
Foundation
Systems

Offshore
Engineering

Accounts
Officer

Administrative Assistant

Numerical
Modelling
Technology

Physical
Modelling
Technology

Georisk

The Management Committee is chaired by the Director and membership consists of the Deputy
Director, Business Manager, ARC Federation Fellow, Centrifuge Manager, senior academics
in COFS and a senior academic in the Geomechanics discipline within the School of Civil and
Resource Engineering. The terms of reference of the Management Committee are:
(1) to formulate long term strategies;
(2) to review the progress of scientific objectives; and
(3) to maintain budgetary targets.
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Staff

Director/ ARC Future Fellow/
The LRET Chair of Offshore Foundations

Professor Mark Cassidy

Deputy Director/ Centrifuge Manager

Professor Christophe Gaudin

Winthrop Professor/ ARC Federation Fellow

Professor Mark Randolph

Winthrop Professor

Professor Martin Fahey

ARC Future Fellow

Professor David White

Professorial Fellow

Professor Boris Tarasov

Professor

Professor Susan Gourvenec

Assistant Professor

Dr Britta Bienen
Dr Nathalie Boukpeti
Dr Noel Boylan
Mr James Hengesh
Dr Muhammad Shazzad Hossain
Dr Mehrdad Kimiaei
Dr Dong Wang

Research Associates

Mr Scott Draper
Mr Henning Mohr
Dr Yinghui Tian
Dr Hongxia Zhu

Business Manager

Ms Lisa Melvin

Accounts Officer

Mr Ivan Kenny

Administrative Officer

Mrs Monica Mackman

Administrative Assistant

Mrs Eileen Rowles

Project Assistant

Ms Stephanie Boroughs

Systems Administrator

Mr Keith Russell
Mr Laurie McKeaig

Senior Engineer

Mr Binaya Bhattarai

Senior Technician (Soils)

Mrs Claire Bearman

Technicians (Soils)

Mrs Behnaz Abdollahzadeh
Mrs Sharmin Farhana
Mr Aaron Groves
Ms Ying Guo
Mrs Usha Mani
Mr Manuel Palacios
Mr Suraj Poudel

Senior Technician (General)

Mr Alex Duff

Chief Technician (Electronic)

Mr John Breen

Senior Technicians (Electronic)

Mr Shane De Catania
Mr Phil Hortin

Technician (Electronic)

Ms Khin Thida Seint

Chief Technician (Beam Centrifuge)

Mr Don Herley

Chief Technician (Drum Centrifuge)

Mr Bart Thompson

Senior Technician (Workshop)

Mr Dave Jones
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Project Teams

Offshore Sediments

Offshore Geohazards
and Seabed Mobility

Offshore Foundation
Systems

Offshore Engineering
Technology

Mark Randolph

Research Staff

Research Staff

Research Staff

Martin Fahey

Mark Randolph

Mark Cassidy

Mark Cassidy

David White

Christophe Gaudin

Mark Randolph

Mark Randolph

Nathalie Boukpeti

David White

David White

Mehrdad Kimiaei

Noel Boylan

Nathalie Boukpeti

Christophe Gaudin

James Hengesh

Boris Tarasov

Muhammad Shazzad
Hossain

Research Students

Susan Gourvenec

Scott Draper

Indranil Guha

Britta Bienen

Yinghui Tian

Baeu Witney

Muhammad Shazzad
Hossain

Hongxia Zhu

Dong Wang

Steven Cheng

Henning Mohr

Lucile Queau

Research Students

Jalal Mirzadehniasar

Santiram Chatterjee

Zack Westgate

Pan Hu

Bassem Youssef

Research Staff

Fauzan Sahdi

Research Students

Vickie Kong
Jai Jie Ma
Divya Salliyal Kodakkattu
Mana
Hamed Mahmoodzadeh
Poornaki
Amin Rismanchian
Yue Yan
Youhu Zhang

Numerical Modelling Technology
Research Staff
Mark Randolph

Yinghui Tian

Dong Wang

Scott Draper

Hongxia Zhu

Susan Gourvenec

Physcial Modelling Technology
Research Staff

Research Student

Christophe Gaudin

Mark Randolph

Boris Tarasov

Britta Bienen

Nathalie Boukpeti

Noel Boylan

David White

Yinghui Tian

David White		

Omid Kohan

GeoRisk
Research Staff
Mark Cassidy
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Second International Symposium on
Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics (Isfog)

8-10 November 2010
The Second International Symposium on Frontiers in
Offshore Geotechnics was hosted by the Centre for Offshore
Foundation Systems at the University of Western Australia,
Perth, between 8 and 10 November 2010.
The ISFOG symposia provide a platform for academics and
practitioners to discuss and exchange ideas to address the
emerging challenges in offshore geotechnical engineering and
provide a showcase for the current state-of-the-art in offshore
geotechnics.

The Proceedings of the symposium are compiled in Frontiers
in Offshore Geotechnics II, which contains the 7 keynote
papers and 117 peer-reviewed general papers covering the
current state-of-the-art in offshore geotechnical engineering.
The Proceedings of ISFOG are published by the Taylor &
Francis Group London, ISBN 978-0-415-5848-7, and are
available in hard copy and CD. http://www.taylorandfrancis.
com/books/details/9780415584807/

ISFOG was opened by Ann Pickard, Country Chair and
Executive Vice President of Shell Upstream Australia.
The technical themes of the symposium were selected
to reflect the key stages of an offshore project, spanning
assessment of offshore geohazards with state of the art
geophysics and in situ geotechnical testing techniques,
through design considerations for foundation solutions and
pipelines, culminating in consideration of design risk.
Figure 2: Mark Cassidy thanking Ann Pickard (Country Chair of
Shell Upstream Australia) after her opening address.

We would like to thank our sponsors for underpinning ISFOG
success:
The Australian Department of Innovation, Industry, Science
and Research through the International Science Linkages
Program.

Figure 1: Proceedings Cover.

The technical program comprised plenary sessions over 3
days including 7 keynote presentations, 8 session reports
and 30 general paper presentations. A permanent poster
exhibition presented another 54 general papers included in
the Proceedings.
The symposium attracted 306 delegates from 25 countries
representing both industry and academia.
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Centrifuge Team Report

Manager: Christophe Gaudin
Operators: Don Herley, Bart Thompson
Electronic support: John Breen, Shane de Catania,
Phil Hortin, Khin Seint
Mechanical support: Dave Jones, Tuarn Brown
The year 2009 was full of celebration. It comprised the 20th
anniversary of the beam centrifuge, a historical high level
of usage, a high level of interaction with industry partners
for the beam and the drum centrifuge, and new technical
developments. The year 2010 delivered the same level of
performance, despite some unexpected drawbacks. After
20 years of outstanding performance, the beam centrifuge
showed the first signs of aging. The gear box released its
last breath in February, resulting in a total halt to centrifuge
activity. This hurdle was swiftly overcome thanks to the
unswerving determination of Tuarn Brown and Don Herley,
who managed to dismantle the gear box, change the pinion
and reinstall it in only four weeks. Always willing to establish
new standards, Tuarn and Don gave a new meaning to
“determination” when the main bearing failed in October. The
record indicates that the bearing had spun for 130,000 hours
(nearly 15 years) over the 20 year life of the centrifuge. This
highlights the constant level of high performance delivered
by the facility since its establishment. Changing the main
bearing has been a tremendous task, requiring the facility
to be dismantled from head to toe (see figure 3). This was
the opportunity for a refurbishment of the centrifuge arms,
now as shiny as ever, and the opportunity for John Breen

to update all the electrical and electronic systems. As a
testimony to the new motto (embraced by the academic
community worldwide) of “doing more with less”, John pulled
out 30 kilos of wires that were no longer necessary. Dave
Jones, Shane de Catania, Phil Hortin and Khin Seint added
the final touch, fixing and upgrading various elements of the
facility, which now looks as if new and is ready to undertake
new challenging research projects.
Meanwhile, the drum centrifuge established a new record
of usage, with 265 days of continuous spinning and the
completion of 15 projects. Congratulations to Bart for this
fantastic achievement!
The repairs on the beam centrifuge did not stop the technical
team from undertaking significant developments. For the last
three years, the centrifuge technical team has engaged in
major electronic and mechanical developments, as part of
a strategy to offer new capabilities, increased performance,
and ensure the highest reactivity. By anticipating the needs
and requirements of future academic and industry research,
COFS is dedicated to remain at the forefront of centrifuge
modelling. We are also committed to delivering the highest
quality of experimental services to the community.
In 2010, John Breen installed fibre optic slip rings on
the beam centrifuge (see section on Physical Modelling
Technology), and transferred the high speed wireless
acquisition system (DIGIDAQ) to the O-tube facility taking the
opportunity to add another layer of features with the DIGIDAQ
now also used for motion control. Phil Hortin has been
improving the design of our S-shape load cells and VHM
loading arm, and has been heavily involved in developing

Figure 3: The beam centrifuge in its simplest configuration.
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models of increasing sophistication in collaboration with Dave
Jones. Shane De Catania continued to refine the interface
of the DIGIDAQ and in collaboration with Vickie Kong, they
developed a new interface for the hybrid testing system.
The hybrid system is a first step towards a new generation
of testing facilities where the physical model represents only
part of a larger dynamic system, with the remainder being
simulated numerically, in real time, during the experiment.
Although real time substructure testing is an emerging
technology within civil engineering modelling, the hybrid
testing apparatus developed by COFS for the centrifuge
represents a major breakthrough in centrifuge modelling
techniques. More details about the hybrid testing and some
of the developments undertaken are presented further in the
section on Physical Modelling Technology.
In 2010, the COFS technical team continued providing
technical assistance to other national and overseas testing
facilities. Collaborations with the University of New South
Wales, Institute of Technology Sligo (Ireland), and Dalian
University of Technology (China) have been pursued. New
collaborations, notably with the University of Pretoria (South
Africa), are expected in 2011. The support provided by our
technical team is seen as an important aspect of our services.
Centrifuge modelling requires state-of-the-art technology,
and technology transfer among worldwide facilities is vital to
ensure that physical modelling facilities can address the ever
increasing challenges associated with the growing complexity
of geotechnical sciences. In addition, these “technical”
collaborations often create bridges for academic partnerships
and exchanges of students and researchers that ultimately
benefit science and our industry partners.
Collaborations with our industry partners remained strong
in 2010. As expressed in the COFS mission statement,
helping both local and international industry partners meet
their engineering challenges is one of the main priorities
of COFS and the centrifuge team. We are very pleased
to see our collaborations with historical partners, such as
Advanced Geomechanics and Keppel Offshore and Marine
Technology, remaining at a very high level, with some projects
still underway and new projects to be initiated in 2011. We
believe these long term ongoing associations demonstrate
the quality of work delivered by COFS over the years.
Additionally, in 2009 COFS began providing assistance
to ExxonMobil and BP America with projects successfully
completed in 2010. COFS has appreciated the opportunity
to assist all of our industry partners and we are happy to hear
from them that our services have been very fruitful; providing
insights into complex geotechnical problems, leading to the
developments of new designs, and delivering performance
data used to calibrate design tools for specific projects. It
is important to note that the COFS centrifuge facility can
assist in both fundamental research and practical engineering
applications. We would like to use our Annual Report to thank
12

the industry partners mentioned above, as well as partners
involved in collaborations in 2010. This includes BP, Inpex
and Chevron, partners which we hope to collaborate with
again in the near future.

The 7th International Conference on
Physical Modelling in Geotechnics
The Technician’s Swiss Sojourn
The mood in the departure lounge was of mixed feelings.
Four of the five flying out that morning were “bumped” up to
Business Class whilst John Breen’s ticket had a typo which
actually meant he should have flown out two days earlier.
Fortunately he found his way onto the flight to make it to
the ICPMG Conference, held in Zurich in July 2010. There
should be an additional clause to Murphy’s Law and it ought
to read along the lines of “if it’s going to happen to anyone,
it’ll happen to John Breen”. Next time you see John ask him
about deep-sea fishing off Kalbarri.
After an inauspicious start the technicians all made it safely
to their Zurich accommodation. As they arrived with a day to
spare, the technicians joined fellow COFS personnel on a day
trip via rail to Mount Titlis. This excursion was organised by
Professor Dave White and involved a cog railway and various
cable cars in order to make the summit. It was unanimously
agreed that this was a splendid way to deal with jetlag and
pre-presentation nerves.
The technician’s series of presentations kicked off on the
Monday afternoon and it was the Dutch contingent that set
the early benchmark. Rob Svaan, from Deltares, brought
matters into perspective with two particular slides. One
showing an instrumented pile successfully calibrated and
the second showing an instrumented pile unsuccessfully
calibrated. The second slide showed a heavily buckled pile
bent, obviously, beyond repair. This simple admission brought
everyone in the room together with the realisation that when
it comes to centrifuge modelling we had all experienced
disasters of one sort or another and that it was nothing to
be ashamed of. So began the brotherhood of centrifuge
technicians.
The COFS technical presentations were presented the next
day beginning with Bart Thompson who confidently took the
audience through the trials and tribulations of commissioning
and running a Drum centrifuge.
Don Herley followed on from Bart’s good work to introduce
the unique capability for the COFS centrifuges to be remotely
monitored; a facility that is essential for the safe production of
normally consolidated kaolin samples, which consolidate over
at least one or two nights of continuous spinning.
The COFS team was just hitting their stride with Phil Hortin’s
relaxed and professional presentation on the finer points of

strain gauging. Phil enlightened the listeners with his vast
knowledge of strain gauge configurations, water proofing and
thermal compensation techniques.
It was at this point that the team unleashed the two blue
ribbon topics, with Shane De Catania first unveiling the
highly regarded and now world-leading PACS program, for
actuator motion control. A full paper was published at the
Zurich Conference proceedings describing this versatile and
powerful program.
John Breen ensured the COFS team finished strongly with
his presentation of DIGIDAQ, which is presented in detail in
a paper by John and Shane in the conference proceedings.
John delivered two outstanding performances that
demonstrated the enviable technical capability at COFS. The
first was at the main conference venue and the second at the
technician’s workshop.
There were of course a number of social activities where the
world’s centrifuge technicians could network and discuss at
length the many common problems and solutions associated
with their profession. The technicians were also privileged to
visit the Maxon factory some 60 kms to the south. Maxon
motors were made world famous through their Mars Rover
vehicles. NASA had stipulated a design life of no less than 16
weeks in the harsh environment of the red planet. The Maxon
personnel were very proud to announce their motors were still
operational after nine years.
The Gala Dinner was held at the historical Albisguetli
Hall and was a particularly enjoyable evening. Professor
Malcolm Bolton’s hugely entertaining and witty post-dinner
address ensured adequate laughter to aid the digestion of
the time honoured Swiss fare. Soon after, the Alpine horn
player invited guests to the stage who believed they could
generate sound from this instrument. With abundant liquid
refreshments removing almost all inhibitions, the stage was
soon full of volunteers, with the first up being COFS’ Don
Herley. Surprisingly, most who made the attempt could
actually get a reasonable but not respectable sound from
the horn.
At around the witching hour the guests emptied the hall into
the next city-bound tram where the adequately lubricated
conference attendees droned their way home. However,
there were a number of COFS personnel keen to continue
“networking” at an Irish Pub in the city.
At the conference conclusion, Professor Christophe Gaudin
introduced the conference delegates to an entertaining
account of what to expect in Perth, which will be the venue
for the 7th ICPMG. The conference was of enormous benefit
to the COFS technical staff as they now have strong links
with their international counterparts. This will undoubtedly
enable the flow of valuable advice and consultation between
technicians across the globe.
13
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Geotechnical Testing Laboratory

The Laboratory

Staff Profiles

The COFS Geotechnical Testing laboratory was busier than
ever in 2010, providing high-level laboratory element testing
services to the offshore, mining and construction industries,
as it has done for more than 25 years. In 2010, laboratory
testing was conducted for more than 20 projects, with a total
turnover of ~$1.9 M. Some of these projects were very large
offshore developments on the north-west shelf of Western
Australia and in the Timor Sea, and involved a number of
phases of testing. Projects included testing for Wheatstone,
Browse, Gorgon, Ichthys, Scarborough, Macedon, Camago,
CLOV Angola, Pluto, Greater Gorgon, PNG Oil Export System
PL2, and Rossing South Uranium Tailings Project.

Binaya Bhattarai, Laboratory Manager

In 2010, our direct clients included: Advanced
Geomechanics, Aurecon, Benthic Geotech, Coffey Mining,
Hatch Associates, Knight Piesold, Metago Environmental,
Worley Parsons Services and Worsley, who commissioned
work on behalf of ultimate clients: BHP Billiton, Chevron,
Extract Resources, ExxonMobil, Inpex, Shell, Total and
Woodside Energy.
For the offshore sites, practically all tube samples returned
to the laboratory are examined using X-radiography prior to
testing, to aid in identification of the most suitable samples
for testing. The testing for offshore projects involved a wide
range of laboratory tests, including monotonic and cyclic
triaxial and simple shear tests, constant normal stiffness
(CNS) direct shear tests, interface direct shear test, Rowe
Cell consolidation, constant rate of strain (CRS) consolidation,
consolidation in oedometer cell, fall-cone sensitivity, thermal
and electrical conductivity, as well as normal index testing.
Internal axial and radial strain measurement in triaxial tests
has become much more commonly required, often in
association with bender element testing to determine shear
wave velocity.
The tremendous productivity of the laboratory was achieved
under the direction of the laboratory manager, Binaya
Bhattarai, with his team: Claire Bearman, Aaron Groves, Ying
Guo, Usha Mani, Sharmin Farhana, Behnaz Abdollahzadeh,
Manuel Palacios, and Nathalie Boukpeti. The output of the
laboratory was also due in no small part to the additional
support in the busiest times provided by Alex Duff, Suraj
Poudel, Youssef Bassem, Amin Rismanchian, and Gima
Mathew. In the middle of the year, we farewelled long-time
employee Aaron Groves, who left COFS to pursue his
interests in environmental management, and we welcomed
new full-time staff Sharmin Farhana, Manuel Palacios and
Behnaz Abdollahzadeh. The profile of each of the current fulltime staff is given in the following section.
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Figure 4: Binaya at his desk.

Binaya, from Nepal, joined UWA in 1989, and has been
laboratory manager for most of the time since then. He
obtained a degree in Civil Engineering from Calcutta
University, India in 1979, and a Master’s degree in
Geotechnical Engineering from AIT Bangkok in 1988. In this
photograph, Binaya is processing the results from a cyclic
direct simple shear (DSS) test, for inclusion in a report to a
commercial client.
Claire Bearman, Senior Laboratory Technician

Figure 5: Claire and DSS apparatus.

Claire, from the UK, commenced at COFS in 1998. Claire
has a BTEC HND in Industrial Geology from the Camborne
School of Mines and a Diploma in Finance from FINSIA.
Before coming to Australia, she worked in the UK as a
Materials Engineer on various construction projects. The
photograph shows her inspecting the results of a cyclic
DSS test, where the cyclic phase has been followed by
a monotonic loading phase. The DSS apparatus is seen
beside her.

Usha Mani, Laboratory Technician

digitally; and a Regius-110 digitiser unit, which scans the
imaging plate, transmits the data to the control computer
and clears the data for the next X-ray. The X-ray images are
stored in a high quality DICOM format and also in .jpeg.
Manuel Palacios, Laboratory Technician

Figure 6: Usha and triaxial apparatus.

Usha is from Mumbai, India. She worked as a technician for
5 years with Fugro Doha, Qatar, before moving to Australia
in 2008. She commenced with COFS in November 2009.
In the photograph, Usha is shown making adjustments to
one of our triaxial machines, which is equipped with bender
elements and internal strain measuring transducers for both
axial and radial strain measurement.
Ying Guo, Laboratory Technician

Figure 8: Manuel and CNS direct shear apparatus.

Manuel is the only Australian-born member of the laboratory
team, with family origins in Chile. Manuel commenced with
COFS in September 2010, and has rapidly become the “Mr
Fix it” of the team. He previously worked with CSBP Limited
as an instrument technician. In this photograph, Manuel is
shown on the soon-to-be-commissioned constant normal
stiffness (CNS) direct shear test, which will be capable of
shearing 300-mm long core samples longitudinally under
cyclic CNS conditions.

Figure 7: Ying and X-ray radiographs.

Ying is from China. She has a Bachelor Degree in Civil
Engineering from Dalian University of Technology. She
commenced with COFS in July 2008. In the photograph,
she is inspecting X-radiographs of samples in order to select
suitable sections for testing. In this case, the X-ray images
have been produced on film, but now most are imaged
digitally. The current X-ray system consists of: a Shimadzu
X-ray generator with a maximum tube voltage of 150 kV and
a maximum current capacity of 320 mA; Regius-110 CR
imaging plates (35 x 43 cm), which capture the X-ray images
15
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Behnaz Abdollahzadeh, Laboratory Technician

Sharmin is from Bangladesh, and completed a Bachelor
degree in Leather Engineering from Bangladesh College
of Leather Engineering and Technology in 2008. She
commenced with COFS in July 2010, and has already earned
herself the title of “Queen of the DSS”. In the photograph, she
is shown working with one of our DSS machines, with the
cell wall in the raised position, and she is about to remove the
specimen that has just been tested.
Nathalie Boukpeti, Assistant Professor

Figure 9: Behnaz and fall-cone apparatus.

Behnaz is from Iran, and obtained a Bachelor degree in
Geology from Isfahan University, Iran, in 2002, where she
was ranked 2nd in her cohort. After a period of work as
a graduate geologist in the Remote Sensing Department
of Iranian Geology Organization in Iran, she moved to
Perth in 2003, and worked briefly with COFS as an intern,
before taking up a position with Western Geotechnics (now
SGS). She commenced her current position with COFS in
September 2010. In the photograph, Behnaz is carrying out
a sensitivity test on an offshore specimen using a fall-cone
apparatus. The time-dependent penetration of the cone
after the initiation of penetration is measured using the laser
transducer seen attached to the top of the apparatus.
Sharmin Farhana, Laboratory Technician

Figure 10: Sharmin and DSS apparatus.
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Figure 11: Nathalie and DSS apparatus.

Nathalie, from France, joined UWA in 2005, initially as an
academic visitor, and then as a Research Assistant Professor.
She graduated as a civil engineer from INSA, in Lyon, France,
in 1996. She obtained a PhD in civil engineering from The
University of Minnesota, in Minneapolis, USA, in 2001.
Before moving to Perth, Nathalie worked as a post-doc at
the University of Liège, and then at the University of Louvain,
in Belgium. Since the end of 2009, Nathalie devotes part
of her time to work in the Laboratory, taking the place of
Binaya as laboratory manager during his leave periods,
and providing general assistance with report writing. In this
photograph, Nathalie is showing one of our newly acquired
DSS machines.

Industry Links

Validation of SEPLA for permanent
mooring (ExxonMobil)

Pipeline Soil Interaction (Advanced
Geomechanics, BP, Inpex, Chevron)

The project initiated in 2009 was pursued in 2010 with
three more series of centrifuge testing including sustained
and cyclic loading of suction embedded plate anchors
(SEPLA) and more refined large deformation finite element
analysis on the keying of the anchor. The collaboration with
ExxonMobil was one of the most extensive, mobilising five
academic staff over 16 months. The project was concluded
by the visit of Rollins Brown from ExxonMobil, following
the ISFOG conference and a half day workshop, where the
outcomes and deliverables of the project were presented.
The workshop was the opportunity to receive feedback from
Rollins about how the outcomes of the project will be used to
(i) optimise the design of suction embedded plate anchors,
following insights gained on the soil-structure interaction; and
(ii) validate the use of SEPLA for permanent mooring in the
Kizomba basin.

Centrifuge modelling studies were performed for three
projects, supported by Chevron, BP and Inpex. These studies
focused on a variety of pipe-soil interaction issues, including
thermal and pressure-induced lateral buckling, as well as
hydrodynamic on-bottom stability. A centrifuge modelling
technology that permits arbitrary patterns of load and
displacement to be imposed on a model pipeline was used
to allow the effects of dynamic laying, startup and shutdown
cycles and hydrodynamic storm loading to be simulated. In
all cases the tests were performed using natural soil sampled
from the relevant fields.
In one case, the soil was a heavily over-consolidated clay,
which would be difficult to reconstitute in the centrifuge.
We elected to perform these tests directly on slabbed core
samples, using highly miniaturised pipeline models.

Performance of a hybrid subsea
foundation (BP America)
The collaboration with Ed Clukey and Paul Dimmock from
BP has led to the most technically challenging modelling
performed for years. The modelling notably included the
loading along six degrees of freedom of a novel type of
subsea foundation developed by BP. A series of four tests
were performed in 2009 and 2010. Results provided
important insights about the mode of collapse of the
foundation and the performance of the new design. Results
were subsequently compared with finite element analysis
done by BP. The positive outcomes of both the centrifuge
modelling and the FE analyses confirmed the feasibility of the
new concept and triggered the second stage of the project,
focusing on the development of specific design tools.

Hybrid Foundation System
(Keppel Offshore and Marine
Technology Centre)
The collaboration with Okky Purwana and Matthew Quah on
the Hybrid Foundation System has entered its second year.
Okky visited COFS in January to discuss plans for the coming
year and outcomes of the previous. After having investigated
extensively the feasibility of suction-induced preloading and
the effect of preloading on the bearing capacity, the project
now focuses on the combined VHM capacity of the Hybrid
Foundation System. Some results are presented in the
research section of this report. The collaboration will intensify
in 2011, with Mark Cassidy, Britta Bienen and Christophe
Gaudin visiting Keppel in 2011 to finalise deliverables of the
project.

Figure 12: Project-specific testing of axial pipe-soil interaction.

Acergy
Our collaboration with Acergy continued through 2010.
After completing the first phase, which examined the as-laid
embedment of pipelines (involving Zack Westgate, Dave
White and Mark Randolph), we embarked on two new
projects. The first one is continuing the theme of pipe-soil
interaction, and is focused on carbonate soils. This study
involves model testing at UWA, and is being led by Noel
Boylan, with Dave and Mark. Paul Brunning of Acergy has
continued to provide valuable input guiding this collaboration,
and advising COFS on our broader activity in pipeline
geotechnics. Collaborative papers were published at the
Offshore Technology Conference in Houston, and in the
Applied Ocean Research Journal.
The second project is being conducted through Régis
Wallerand in Acergy’s paris office, and concerns the design
of shallow mat foundations under full six degree of freedom
loading. Pipeline termination are generally rectangular, with
skirts that may penetrate the seabed by up to 0.5 m. They
are subjected to complex loading from connecting pipelines,
including significant torsion and overturning moments.
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The project aims to develop a simplified design approach,
where the three-dimensional loading can be simplified to an
equivalent two-dimensional system.

SAFEBUCK, BP, Fugro, University
of Oxford, Cathie Associates
and NGI – deepwater pipe-soil
interaction
David White continued to work with David Bruton of Atkins
Boreas, who are leading the third phase of the SAFEBUCK
Joint Industry Project, which is concerned with the design
of pipelines for lateral buckling. In addition, collaborations
are underway with Fugro, BP, Oxford University, Cambridge
University, Cathie Associates and NGI, who are all involved in
this JIP. SAFEBUCK workshops were held at Oxford and in
Perth, immediately after ISFOG. A study for the SAFEBUCK
participants on pipe-soil interaction on sand was completed
and has led to updated recommendations in the SAFEBUCK
guideline.
Results from the first deepwater deployment of Fugro’s
SMARTPIPE were presented at the ISFOG conference in a
joint paper authored by Dave White and Zack Westgate, with
Andy Hill (BP) and Jean-Christophe Ballard (Fugro). Initial
work towards the development of a new macroelement for
describing large amplitude lateral pipe-soil interaction has
begun with Chris Martin (Oxford University) and David Cathie
(Cathie Associates). A part of this work, a suite of centrifuge
tests examining large-amplitude pipe-soil interaction was
performed by PhD student Amin Rismanchian for the
SAFEBUCK JIP.

section, flowing over 15 m long mobile sediment bed. The
long term aim is to allow seabed mobility, manifested through
scour and liquefaction, to be incorporated in simulations of
pipeline on-bottom stability – which currently neglect these
potentially important processes.
This project is being led by Professor Liang Cheng of the
School of Civil and Resource Engineering, with Dr Hongwei
An (also of the SCRE) and Dave White and Mark Randolph
of COFS. Support for this initiative is being provided by
Prof. Andrew Palmer (National University of Singapore), as
well as the local consultancies JP Kenny (Terry Griffiths) and
Atteris (Eric Jas). Conference papers describing the O-tube
activity were presented at the Offshore Pipeline Technology
Conference (in Amsterdam) and the ISOPE Conference
(Shanghai).

Figure 13: The instrumented model pipe designed for the large
O-tube, which is equipped with an internal data acquisition
system.

Model test data of axial pipe-soil interaction generated at
Cambridge University by Malcolm Bolton and Dave White
(in his previous life) was dusted off and scrutinised. This
will appear in a paper at the 2011 Offshore Technology
Conference, alongside the next generation of axial pipe-soil
modelling technology, developed by Fugro and NGI.

The large O-tube and the
STABLEPIPE Joint Industry Project
The large O-tube facility was commissioned during 2010,
and began operation at the UWA Shenton Park campus. This
facility allows storm conditions to be simulated within a large
recirculating flume – the O-tube. The O-tube has been funded
by UWA, the Australian Research Council, and Woodside
and Chevron, via the STABLEPIPE Joint Industry Project.
The purpose of this facility is to allow full ocean-pipelineseabed interaction to be simulated at large scale, and its
establishment follows the successful operation of the mini
O-tube located on the main UWA campus. Cyclonic wave
and current conditions can be created in the 1 m high test
18

Figure 14: The test section of the large O-tube, showing the
actuator system and model pipe.

MERIWA submarine slide –
pipeline interaction
Our MERIWA Joint Industry Project approached completion
at the end of 2010, and has generated several novel
research outcomes, as described later in this report. This
project represented an ambitious new direction for COFS,
as we began to apply our numerical and physical modelling
technology to the challenging new topic of submarine slide
run-out. Support and steering has been provided by BHP
Petroleum, BP, Chevron, Petrobras, Shell and Woodside, and
the final year of project activity involved Dave White, Mark
Randolph, Christophe Gaudin, Noel Boylan, Dong Wang,
Nathalie Boukpeti and Fauzan Sahdi.
The project has generated new analytical solutions for
assessing pipeline loads under slide impact and the resulting
structural response. These have been benchmarked against
model test data and numerical simulations. It has also
generated a database of submarine slide experiments from
our drum centrifuge, which have been used to assess two
numerical techniques for simulation slide runout – a dynamic
extension of COFS’ large deformation finite element software
and a new depth-averaged run-out analysis program, which
incorporates soil softening and pipeline interaction.
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International Collaboration

The 2nd ISFOG conference restricted us from excessive
overseas travel for research collaboration. Nevertheless, we
visited several potential collaborative bodies, ranging from
academic universities to professional industries and sought
opportunities at international conferences including ISFOG.
The following sub-sections provide a summary of each visit.

COFS-RIET collaboration
In June 2010, Mark Cassidy, Shazzad Hossain and Yinghui
Tian were invited by the Research Institute of Engineering
Technology (RIET) of China National Petroleum Corporation
for a one-day seminar. After introducing the development
and prospects for COFS, Mark presented general snapshots
of the research work conducted at COFS. Shazzad gave
a talk on spudcan penetration in layered soils, which is a
major concern for RIET as they are operating jackups in the
Bohai bay of China. RIET people showed us around their
laboratories and new and expanding experimental facilities
(see Figure 15).

COFS-KOMtech collaboration
In 2009, Shazzad Hossain and Mark Randolph were invited
by Keppel Offshore and Marine Technology (KOMtech),
Singapore, for a full-day meeting on jack-up installation in
multi-layered soils. Shazzad stayed with KOMtech for the
subsequent three weeks, working closely with Okky Purwana
and Henry Krisdani. This collaboration resulted in an ARC
Linkage project, which has been awarded in 2010. Okky and
Henry visited COFS before the ISFOG2010 conference and
produced a paper on that project.

Collaboration with Hamburg
University of Technology (TUHH)
Following on from the previous project of winged piles, Britta
Bienen visited Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH),
German, in August, working with Sascha Henke and Tim
Pucker on numerical analyses of footings penetrating into
sand. Reciprocal visits by Jürgen Grabe and Gang Qui
coincided with ISFOG. Further research on piles (plugging,
cyclic lateral loading) will be conducted in 2011 with funding
for two centrifuge testing programs secured.

Centrifuge International
collaboration

Figure 15: Mark (third from right), Tian (second from right) and
Shazzad (second from left), visited RIET’s laboratory.

COFS-Tianjin University
collaboration
Mark Cassidy, Yinghui Tian and Shazzad Hossain were
invited for a one-day academic visit by Tianjin University,
the collaboration partner of the Australia-China Natural Gas
Technology Partnership Fund. Professor Shuwang Yan and
his colleagues introduced the Geotechnical Engineering
Research Institute and their achievements. Mark gave a
general introduction of COFS and highlighted the potential for
collaborative research and mutual academic visits. Shazzad
introduced his research work about spudcan penetration into
layered soils.
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The quality of the technical developments undertaken at
COFS keeps attracting researchers within Australian and
overseas universities who are eager to implement innovative
and efficient solutions within their centrifuge facilities. The
new high speed wireless data acquisition system DIGIDAQ
and the new motion control system PACS, both presented
at the 8th International Conference on Physical Modelling
in Geotechnics by John Breen and Shane de Catania,
respectively, have notably raised a lot of interest from our
physical modelling colleagues.

Institute of Technology, Sligo
Conleth O’Loughlin, a former COFS staff member now at
the Institute of Technology Sligo (ITS) and an active user of
the COFS centrifuge facilities, after exhibiting withdrawal
symptoms since leaving COFS, has successfully established
a new centrifuge facility at ITS. This is a major achievement
and we wish Conleth the best of luck in his endeavour. To
equip his facilities Conleth has chosen the assistance of
the COFS centrifuge team. The equipment delivered to ITS
included a wide range of soil characterisation tools and load
cells, and the DIGIDAQ.

Dalian University of Technology, China
The collaboration with Dalian University of Technology (DUT)
in China, initiated in 2009, has completed its final stage,
with a visit by Christophe Gaudin and Bart Thompson in
December to implement the various centrifuge equipment
manufactured by COFS for DUT. This notably includes a wide
range of soil characterisation devices and the new DIGIDAQ
system developed in 2009. Christophe delivered a two day
course on centrifuge modelling techniques and procedures
to the academic staff, while Bart engaged the DUT technical
team in an extensive one week training session on centrifuge
operation, data acquisition and sensor calibration. With the
completion of this two year collaboration, a new chapter
is about to start at DUT, with the prospect of future fruitful
research collaborations with COFS.

Figure 18: Shazzad Hossain (front row, third from left) visiting the
facility in Dalian in June 2010.

University of New South Wales

Figure 16: Christophe Gaudin (second from left) and Professor
Luan (first from right, front row).

Another new facility is about to be established (scheduled for
early 2011) at the University of New South Wales within the
Australian National Centre for Groundwater Research and
Training. This will be the third centrifuge in Australia. Credit
is to be given to Dr Wendy Timms who will be managing
the new facility. Following a visit by Wendy in 2009, Mark
Wheelan, who will provide the technical support around the
facility, visited COFS for two weeks to learn from our technical
team the ABC’s of centrifuge operations and data acquisition.
Shortly after commissioning the facility, John Breen is
scheduled to visit Wendy and Mark to assist them with the
establishment of the COFS DIGIDAQ on the UNSW facility.

Figure 17: Bart Thompson (third from left, back row), and DUT
centrifuge manager Zonghtao Wang (fourth from left, back row) in
from of the new DUT drum centrifuge.
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Visitors

Jørgen Amdahl
Norwegian University of Science & Technology (NTNU), Norway
November 2010
Jørgen visited COFS whilst on a workshop tour of Australia and Singapore.
He delivered a seminar on extreme loading on offshore platforms.

Sara Amoroso
The University of L’Aquila, Abruzzo, Italy
July – September 2010
Sara’s visit was part of her PhD research, working with Martin Fahey and Barry
Lehane. Her visit was partly funded by a Scholarship from the “Group of Eight”
Australian Universities, set up to support PhD students from The University of
L’Aquila following the destruction of much of the infrastructure of the university by the
L’Aquila earthquake in April 2009. Her project involved using a “seismic DMT” for in
situ determination of stress-strain curves at various sites around Perth.
Rong Chen
Dalian University of Technology, China
September 2009 – August 2010
Rong worked with Christophe Gaudin and Mark Cassidy on the uplift capacity of
mudmats at a variety of load eccentricities and velocities. He conducted geotechnical
drum centrifuge tests in May 2010, gaining experience for future use of Dalian’s new
centrifuge.

Don DeGroot
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, US
November 2010
Don continued the ongoing collaboration between COFS and University of
Massachusetts in the area of laboratory testing and properties of soft clays and held
several planning discussions with Mark Cassidy and Mark Randolph over future
directions and opportunities for collaboration.

Jason DeJong
University of California, Davis, US
January 2010 – June 2010
Jason held a Gledden Visiting Senior Fellowship with the main focus being
collaboration with Mark Randolph in the area of improved techniques for field
characterisation of intermediate (silty) soils. He also held a Masterclass, through the
Institute of Advanced Studies, on the topic of ‘biosoils’ (natural soils modified by
microbial activity in order to improve their engineering performance).
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Jelke Dijkstra
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
January 2010 – March 2010
Jelke visited in COFS to perform a series of 1g tests investigating the failure
mechanism of shallow foundations in siliceous and calcareous sands. He completed
this study in November 2010 by performing similar centrifuge tests.

Xue Dong
UWA student
December 2009 – February 2010
Xue was awarded a COFS Vacation Scholarship and worked with Shazzad Hossain
on experimental investigation of perforation drilling in multi-layered soils.

Gemma Escuriale
James Cook University, QLD, Australia
December 2009 – February 2010
Gemma was awarded a COFS Vacation Scholarship and worked with Nathalie
Boukpeti on experimental characterisation of the strength of a carbonate mud at the
solid-fluid transition.

Xiaowei Feng
Tianjin University, China
May 2010 – May 2011
Xiaowei has been working with Susan Gourvenec, Mark Randolph and Christophe
Gaudin on finite element analysis of rectangular skirted foundations under general 6
degree of freedom loading, with the aim of developing simplified design methodology
for offshore manifolds and mudmats.

Lucas Festugato
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
March 2010 – March 2011
As part of his PhD studies at UFRGS, Lucas spent a year at UWA investigating the
behaviour of fibre-reinforced soil (cemented and uncemented) in simple shear tests
(monotonic and cyclic), working with Martin Fahey and Andy Fourie.
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Fillipo Gaone
Technische Universitat Darmstadt, Germany
October 2010 – January 2011
Fillipo worked with Mark Randolph, conducting his final year Masters project on
analytical solutions to explore the response of intermittently anchored pipelines.

Guy Houlsby
Oxford University, UK
November 2010
In a short visit before ISFOG Guy worked with Mark Cassidy on a simplified model for
penetration of footings under varying rates and drainage conditions.

Tanvirul Islam
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh
November 2009 – July 2010
Tanvirul worked with Shazzad Hossain on investigating undrained vertical penetration
of spudcan foundations in multi-layered soils

Robert Jaeger
University of California, Davis, USA
May 2010 – June 2010
Robert was one of three postgraduate student visitors from UC Davis who
visited during Jason DeJong’s Gledden Fellowship. They undertook laboratory
testing to characterise particular sand-clay mixes with intermediate consolidation
characteristics.

Junhwan Lee
Yonsei University, Korea
May 2009 – January 2010
Junhwan worked with Mark Randolph on the relationship between cone and
spudcan penetration resistance, developing formal relationships to allow for
differences in size, strain rate and consolidation response.
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Anjui Li
Deakin University, VIC, Australia
September 2009 – February 2010
Anjui is a former PhD student of COFS. During his visit he and Mark Cassidy
researched the probabilistic assessment of rock slopes. The new analysis
methodology has been submitted for publication in 2011.

Xiaojun Li
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, PR China
August 2010 – July 2011
Xiaojun came to COFS on recommendation of long term collaborator Professor
Fuping Gao of the Chinese Academy of Science in Beijing. Xiaojun has been working
with Christophe Gaudin and Mark Cassidy on deep water manifold foundations. He
plans to enrol as a COFS PhD student in 2011.

Haixiao Liu
Tianjin University, China
August 2010 – January 2011
Haixaio is working with Mark Randolph, Mark Cassidy and Christophe Gaudin
exploring the performance of plate anchors and dynamically embedded anchors
such as Delmar’s OmniMax anchor, during keying and subsequent loading to failure.

Mohammad Mahdi Memarpour
Iran University of Science and Technology, Iran
April 2009 – July 2010
Mohammad worked with Mehrdad Kimiaei on cyclic pile soil interaction and ultimate
strength estimation of offshore platforms under extreme wave loads.

David Muir Wood
University of Dundee, UK
February 2010
David visited COFS whilst on a lecture tour of Australia. He delivered a seminar on
micro-, meso- and macro-scale behaviour of soils.
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Andrew Palmer
University of Cambridge, UK
January and August 2010
Andrew visited COFS twice during 2010, spending time with Liang Cheng, Dave
White and Mark Randolph, working on issues related to wave-pipe-soil interaction,
and lateral buckling.

Okky Purwana
Keppel Offshore and Marine Technology, Singapore
January 2010
Okky visited COFS in January to discuss with Mark Cassidy, Christophe Gaudin and
Britta progress made on the linkage project between Keppel and COFS on the hybrid
foundation system and to establish a plan for the coming year. As Keppel’s geotechnical
specialist Okky overseas a number of joint collaborations with COFS researchers. On
this visit he worked on the correlation of the CPT to spudcan penetration resistance, as
well as discussed the hybrid foundation centrifuge experiments.
Lucile Quéau
Mechanical Engineering school, SUPMECA , France
March 2010 – January 2011
Lucile was awarded a COFS internship scholarship and worked with Mehrdad
Kimiaei and Mark Randolph on fatigue design of steel catenary risers in the touch
down zone. She has recently started her PhD at COFS.

Ludger Rausch
University of Applied Sciences, Darmstadt, Germany
September 2010 – January 2011
Ludger worked with Britta Bienen on the undrained capacity of a hybrid foundation
system under combined vertical, horizontal and moment loading. This research
formed his Master’s Thesis, which was examined at the University of Applied
Sciences, Darmstadt, Germany, in February 2011. We look forward to welcoming
Ludger back in March 2011 to undertake research as a PhD student and focusing on
the foundations for offshore renewable energy.
Alessio Rovere
University of Genoa, Italy
November 2010 – December 2010
Alessio worked with James Hengesh on mapping submarine paleo-shorelines and
marine terraces to characterise sediment distribution types, tectonic deformation,
and sea-bed mobility.
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Paul Schaminee
Deltares, The Netherlands
August – September 2010
Paul renewed his visit in 2010 to discuss further implementation at COFS of the data
archiving system developed by Paul at Deltares.

Emerson Skufca
Vassar College, USA
May 2010 – June 2010
Emerson worked with James Hengesh on applying GIS tools to the mapping of
submarine geomorphological features.

Søren P.H. Sørensen
Aalborg University, Denmark
November 2010 – February 2011
Søren has been working with Mark Randolph on different approaches to model the
lateral response of monopoles for offshore wind farms, comparing finite element and
beam column approaches and assessing how best to take account of scouring and
the consequential reduction of stress in the soil at shallow depths around the pile.

Sam Stanier
Sheffield University, UK
December 2010
Sam Stanier spent a week at COFS sharing his experiences at Sheffield University
working with transparent soil and PIV image analysis. Sam also delivered a seminar
on the behaviour of helical piles. We were so impressed with Sam that we offered
him a Research Associate position. He will commence at COFS in 2011.

Kar Lu Teh
National University of Singapore, Singapore
March 2010 – April 2010
Kar Lu (on her 5th and 6th visits to COFS) worked with Mark Cassidy, Mark
Randolph, Britta Bienen and Shazzad Hossain on the InSafe JIP project. With the
project report now done what excuse can we develop to ensure Kar Lu’s return to
UWA?
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Joe Tom
University of California, Davis, USA
May 2010 – June 2010
Joe was one of three postgraduate student visitors from UC Davis who visited
during Jason DeJong’s Gledden Fellowship. They undertook laboratory testing
to characterise particular sand-clay mixes with intermediate consolidation
characteristics.

Douglas Wahl
University of Calfornia, Davis, USA
May 2010 – June 2010
Douglas was one of three postgraduate student visitors from UC Davis who
visited during Jason DeJong’s Gledden Fellowship. They undertook laboratory
testing to characterise particular sand-clay mixes with intermediate consolidation
characteristics.

Teng Wang
China University of Petroleum, China
June 2009 – May 2010
Teng worked with Christophe Gaudin,Mark Randolph and Dong Wang on the
ARC Discovery Project “Follower embedded plate anchors to underpin economic
development in ultra deep water”.

Beau Whitney
Busch Geotechnical Consultants, US
February 2010 – August 2010
Beau worked with James Hengesh on neotectonic deformation of Western Australia.
The goal of this research was to identify active tectonic features in the Stable
Continental Region of Western Australia for use in seismic hazard analysis for critical
infrastructure both onshore and offshore. Beau was awarded a scholarship and
enrolled as a PhD student in August 2010.
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Conferences

7th International Conference on
Physical Modelling in Geotechnics
– ICPMG2010 – Zurich,
28 June-1 July 2010
ICPMG stopped in Zurich, Switzerland, a beautiful city nested
at the end of a post glacial lake with stunning views of the
Alps. This was a big event for COFS, following a historically
high presence at the 6th ICPMG in Hong Kong in 2006
and the importance of physical modelling within COFS core
activities. COFS was involved in the conference organisation,
with David White a member of the local organising committee
and Christophe Gaudin a member of the International
advisory Board. The conference was attended by nine COFS/
UWA academics, 3 post-graduate students and by the full
centrifuge technical team, thanks to funding support from
UWA (Figure 19). A total of 13 papers involving COFS/UWA

authors are included in the proceedings, including one invited
paper. David White (Figure 20) and Christophe Gaudin (Figure
21) were also acting as session reporters. The conference
was the opportunity for academics to meet long-time friends
and colleagues from the physical modelling community and
for the technical team to meet for the first time technicians
from all over the world (see the conference report from the
technical team in the physical modelling session). The closing
session was the opportunity for Christophe to be officially
introduced as Chair of the ISSMGE Technical Committee
on Physical Modelling in Geotechnics (TC104) and to
present Perth, as the venue of the 8th ICPMG to be held in
January 2014 on the UWA campus. Everybody came back
rejuvenated from the pre-conference trip to the Titlis mountain
and from the lively presentations and discussions, full of new
ideas and concepts for research and development of new
gadgets for the centrifuges.

Figure 19: The COFS/UWA team at the opening evening. Back row (from left): Philip Hortin, David Jones, Bart Thompson, Don Herley,
Amin Rismanchian, Christophe Gaudin, John Breen, Britta Bienen, Noel Boylan, Fauzan Sahdi, Shane De Catania. Front row (from left):
Vickie Kong, Yuxia Hu, Khin Thida Seint.

Figure 20: Dave looking for divine inspiration during his reporter
session.

Figure 21: Christophe addressing the audience as Chair of
TC104 at the conference closing session.
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20th International Offshore and
Polar Engineering Conference –
ISOPE 2010 – Beijing, China
The 20th International Offshore and Polar Engineering
Conference was held in Beijing in June. Seven papers were
presented by Mark Cassidy, Christophe Gaudin, Yinghui Tian,
Shazzad Hossain, Dong Wang and Youssef Bassem, from
COFS, and Yuxia Hu from the School of Civil and Resource
Engineering. The topics covered penetration of spudcans and
shallow footings, keying of plate anchors and force-resultant
model of on-bottom pipeline. They also visited the ‘Wavestructure-soil interaction’ laboratory operated by Fuping
Gao (former Research Associate at COFS) at the Institute of
Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Science.

Figure 22: (from left) Yinghui Tian, Dong Wang, Mark Cassidy,
Yuxia Hu, Long Yu (former Research Associate at COFS) and
Shazzad Hossain.

Figure 23: (from left) Youssef, Christophe, Tian, Shazzad and
Dong at the entrance of Forbidden City.
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The Lloyd’s Register Educational
Trust Marine and Offshore Research
Workshop, Singapore,
16-18 February 2010
The Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust Marine and Offshore
Research Workshop was held at the National University
of Singapore on 16-18 February 2010. The Lloyd’s
Register Educational Trust (The LRET) is an independent
charity working to achieve advances in transportation,
science, engineering and technology education, training and
research worldwide for the benefit of all.
The LRET workshop brought together representatives from
the marine research centres that The LRET currently funds,
from the Universities of Aberdeen, Athens, Cardiff, Imperial
College, Open University, Pusan, Seoul, NUS, Southampton
and Western Australia. As a newly funded research centre,
COFS was represented by COFS Director and The LRET
Chair of Offshore Foundations Mark Cassidy, Assistant
Professor Britta Bienen and PhD student Vickie Kong. The
workshop was also attended by business executives from the
marine and offshore industries, providing a forum for sharing
research outcomes and disseminating findings to a wider
audience.
With 82 participants, the workshop was considered a
success and will be repeated in London in September
2011. Another initiative arising from the workshop is The
LRET Research Collegium, where 25 or so PhD students
will come together for eight weeks to undertake research
into a major topical issue of public importance – carbon
capture and storage in ocean space. This inaugural event
will be hosted by The University of Southampton from July to
September 2011. The LRET Centre of Excellence in Offshore
Foundations at COFS, UWA, looks forward to participating in
both events in 2011.

Figure 24: The Director of The Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust,
Mr Michael Franklin, with the workshop host and The LRET
Professor Yoo Sang Choo of NUS.

Figure 25: Mark, Britta and Vickie discussing proceedings with
Professor YK Chow from NUS.

Figure 26: Participants at The Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust Marine and Offshore Research Workshop.
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Offshore Technology Conference –
OTC 2010, Houston
As usual, COFS was well represented at the Offshore
Technology Conference in Houston. Papers were presented
by Dave White, Zack Westgate and Mark Randolph.
Workshops were held with industry for the IN-SAFE and
MERIWA submarine slide JIPs (for which Mark Cassidy, Britta
Bienen and Christophe Gaudin also travelled to Houston). We
all dressed up for the ASCE hall of fame dinner to see Mark
Randolph receive an award for his 1985 paper on axial pile
capacity in clay, co-authored with Benton Murphy.

29th International Conference on
Offshore Mechanics and Arctic
Engineering – OMAE 2010,
Shanghai, China
The annual conference of the Offshore Mechanics and Arctic
Engineering (OMAE) was held in Shanghai, China. Two
papers involving authors from COFS and six papers involving
authors from the School of Civil and Resource Engineering
were presented in the technical sessions. Mehrdad Kimiaei
and Hodjat Shiri from COFS attended the conference and
presented their papers. The topics from COFS covered the
problems related to fatigue design and dynamic response of
steel catenary risers in the touch down zone.

Society for Underwater Technology
– SUT 2010, Perth Convention
Centre
Dave White and James Hengesh gave a joint presentation
at the Society for Underwater Technology (SUT) annual
meeting at the Perth Convention Centre in February, 2010.
The presentation titled: Geohazards and pipeline design
offshore Australia: current research at COFS provided
attendees an overview of the ongoing research activities
being carried out at COFS. Dave spoke eloquently about
the physical and numerical modelling being conducted at
COFS to better understand the behaviour of pipelines on the
seabed, especially in the unique carbonate soils that exist on
Australia’s North West Shelf. Jim provided a briefing on the
ongoing research into offshore geohazards being carried out
at COFS which include investigations on earthquake hazards
and landslide processes on the North West Shelf. As second
presenter, James also learned a valuable lesson about joint
presentations…

Figure 28: Finite element model to investigate effects of pipeline
buckling on seabed.

Figure 27 (left to right): M.R. Emami (Azarbaijan T.M. University),
J. Amdahl (NTNU, Norway), M.Kimiaei (COFS, Australia).

Figure 29: Sea-bed amplitude map showing features of the
Gorgon slide, North West Shelf.
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International Symposium on
Recent and Future Technologies in
Coastal Development (ISRFTCD),
Yokohama, Japan
Noel Boylan travelled to Japan to present a paper entitled
“Geotechnical Frontiers in Offshore Engineering” at the
ISRFTCD conference held in December 2010. This paper was
presented as a keynote lecture, and was co-authored by
David White. It described recent development and challenges
in the areas of deep water site investigation, seabed pipelines
and submarine slides.

7th European Conference
on Numerical Methods in
Geotechnical Engineering
– NUMGE, 2-4 June 2010,
Trondheim, Norway
Reaching far beyond Europe, the 7th NUMGE Conference
attracted a large Australian contingent, though COFS was
outnumbered by our ARC CoE partner Newcastle University.
Britta Bienen presented the extension of a force-resultant
footing model for clay soils that enables full three-dimensional
analysis. The encounter with David Mašín resulted in his
brief visit in January 2011, kindly facilitating a workshop on
hypoplasticity.
The highlights of this conference were clearly the tilting
tower experiment and prediction competition (Figure 31,
our predictive methods securing us 4th place) and the
Rissa landslide excursion (Figure 32) – as it should be for a
numerical conference...

Figure 30: Noel making his presentation in Japan.

11th International Deep
Foundations Institute Conference
(DFI), London

Figure 31: Tilting tower experiment streamed live into conference
auditorium.

David White presented a keynote lecture at the DFI annual
conference in London entitled “Novel piling technology –
Axial and rotary jacking”. The paper was co-authored with
COFS Honorary Research Associate, Dr Andrew Deeks, and
Yukihiro Ishihara of Giken Seisakusho Co. Ltd, Japan.

Figure 32: Pablo Cuellar (BAM Berlin), Britta Bienen, Sascha
Henke (Hamburg University of Technology) and James Doherty
(UWA) at Rissa.
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2nd International Symposium on
Cone Penetration Testing – CPT’10,
Huntington Beach, CA, USA
Mark Randolph led a panel discussion on interpretation of
the cone penetration test, luckily assisted by some genuine
expertise in the guise of co-panellists: Marcio Almeida, Diego
Lo Presti, Guido Gottardi and Greg McNulty. The panel
discussion followed an excellent keynote paper by Ken
Been and session report by James Schneider. This was an
excellent specialist meeting, under the chairmanship of Peter
Robertson, with considerable time devoted to discussion.

Australian Earthquake Engineering
Society 20th Annual Meeting

Annual Meeting of the Geological
Society of America
Beau Whitney attended the annual meeting of GSA held
in Denver, Colorado, USA in October. He presented his
research paper, co-authored with James Hengesh, entitled
“Quaternary tectonic deformation in the Stable Continental
Region of Western Australia.” The presentation described a
previously unidentified zone of tectonic deformation within
what is ubiquitously considered one of the most tectonically
quiescent and stable regions on the planet.

5th International Seminar on
Deep and High Stress Mining,
Santiago, Chile

The School of Civil and Resource Engineering from The
University of Western Australia hosted the 20th Annual
Meeting of the Australian Earthquake Engineering Society
(AEES). The conference enjoyed the participation of
engineers from all parts of Australia as well as a number of
international delegates. Speakers addressed a broad range
of papers discussing issues ranging from characterisation of
active faults to post-earthquake reconnaissance missions,
to laboratory and field based testing. After several days of
stimulating presentations the conference included a day trip
to the Gingin Gravity Discovery Centre north of Perth where
our famous engineers were tested on their ability to guess
the fundamental natural period of the observatory tower.
The winner enjoyed some fine wine from Swan Valley on the
return to Perth. We hope rumours weren’t true that the bus
driver made the best guess!
Civil Engineering’s Hong Hao was elected the new President
of the AEES and James Hengesh of COFS was elected to the
Executive Steering Committee.
Figure 33: The 45 metre high
Leaning Tower of Gingin at the
Gravity Discovery Centre.
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Figure 34: (from left) Boris Tarasov with Michel Van Sint Jan
(Chairman of the Conference).

The 5th International Seminar on Deep and High Stress
Mining was held in Santiago, Chile, in October 2010.
Reviewing Boris’s paper “Superbrittleness of rocks at high
confining pressure” submitted to the conference Professor
Michel Van Sint Jan wrote: It is a fantastic paper and I would
appreciate very much if you accept to present it as a Keynote
Speaker in one of the congress sessions. The Keynote
lecture, which discussed paradoxical behaviour of hard
rocks in conditions of great depths associated with dramatic
embrittlement of rocks due to high confining pressure
generated much informal discussion. Some interesting
applications of the presented rupture mechanism were
proposed by the conference participants.

Seminars

5 March 2010

Dr Hang Thu Vu

30 July 2010

Lina Ding

Civil and Resource Engineering, UWA

Tikou Belem

PhD Student, UWA

LSA for shallow and deep beam in
compliant with AS3600

Université du Quebec en AbitibiTémiscamingue, Quebec, Canada

Dynamic Vehicle-Bridge Interaction
Analysis using Evolutionary Spectral
Method and Equivalent Linearisation
Method

23 April 2010

Design of laboratory apparatus for
assessing in situ hydromechanical
properties of cemented mine backfills

Dr Zhipeng Zang

12 March 2010
Jelke Dijkstra
Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands
Modeling of pile installation

19 March 2010

Civil and Resource Engineering, UWA
Onset of scour below a pipeline under
combined waves and current

Professor Liang Cheng
Civil and Resource Engineering, UWA

Professor Teng Wang

Establishment of O-tube facility at UWA

China University of Petroleum, China
Numerical analysis of the keying plate
anchors with hinged flaps in clay

Dr Hongxia Zhu

13 August 2010
Amin Rismanchian
COFS PhD Student

COFS, UWA

7 May 2010

Large deformation FE analysis of
submarine landslide interaction with
embedded pipelines

Md. Tanvirul Islam

26 March 2010

6 August 2010

Bangladesh University of Engineering
and Technology
Recycling of demolished concrete as
aggregate

Dr Dong Wang
COFS, UWA

21 May 2010

Keying of the plate anchor with keying
flap

Professor David White
COFS, UWA

Using some geotechnical concept in
restoration of a World Culture Heritage
monument

20 August 2010
Professor Miren Etxeberria
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC),
Spain
The use of recycled aggregates in
concrete

Axial and rotary jacking of steel piles

16 April 2010
Dr Daniela Ciancio
COFS, UWA
Rammed earth: recent advances in
material and structural analysis

Dr Long Yu
COFS, UWA
Numerical study on plate anchor
stability in clay

27 August 2010
28 May 2010
Jason de Jong
University of California, US
Effects of disturbance and
consolidation procedures on the
behavior of intermediate soils

Daniel Hodges
COFS Master Student
Electrokinetic in situ chemical
oxidation: apparatus development and
permanganate electromigration

Lucas Festugato
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do
Sol, Brazil
Cyclic shear response of fibre
reinforced cemented mine tailings
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10 September 2010

October 2010

Professor Boris Tarasov

Beau Whitney

COFS, UWA

COFS PhD student

Negative friction at shear and superbrittleness of hard rocks at highly
confined compression

Why I am here?: a geologist’s
perspective

22 October 2010
17 September 2010
Professor Wubin He
Taiyuan University of Technology, China
Experimental study on interaction
mechanism of cap-pile-soil for
composite pile foundations

Hamed Mahmoodzadeh Poornaki
COFS PhD student
Piezoball penetrometer and its
application to predict spudcan
penetration resistance

Assistant Professor Tongming Zhou

24 September 2010

Civil and Resource Engineering, UWA

Dr Ying Wang

On the study of vortex-induced
vibration of a cylinder with helical
strakes

Civil and Resource Engineering, UWA
Integrated structure health monitoring
system: numerical studies

29 October 2010
Qingbing Liu

Dr Hongwei An

China University of Geosciences

Civil and Resource Engineering, UWA

Integrated structure health monitoring
system: numerical studies

Direct numerical simulation of
oscillatory flow around a circular
cylinder at low KC number
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Research Reports

Numerical Modelling Technology
The research activities on Numerical Modelling Technology
in 2010 not only contains the work listed in this section but
also includes numerical modelling widely applied in other
sections. Commercial Finite Element packages as well as
in-house developed codes were employed as analysis tools.
The Remeshing and Interpolation Technique with Small
Strain (RITSS) was continued and further developed and the
Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method incorporated in
ABAQUS was also used to study large deformation problems.
Santiram Chatterjee, Dave White and Mark Randolph
continued working on numerical simulations of pipe soil
interaction. Large deformation finite element analyses using
commercial software ABAQUS were performed. Vertical
embedment of pipes in rate dependent and softening soils
were studied. Large amplitude lateral movements on soft
seabed sediments were also explored. Figure 35 shows
softening of seabed soil adjacent to pipe during different
stages of lateral pipe movement.
To predict the 3D on-bottom stability of pipeline sitting on
clayey soil, Yinghui Tian implemented the pipe-soil interaction
model into the commercial package ABAQUS, using Intel
Fortron. This model was developed from centrifuge tests by
Matt Hodder and Mark Cassidy. This enriched the available
UWAPIPE program, which previosly included the calcareous
sand pipe-soil interaction models. PhD student Bassem
Youssef is using the incorporated package to model the
pipeline on-bottom behaviour in the Gulf of Mexico during the
hurricane Ivan in 2005.
Under the cyclic hydrodynamic loading, the excess pore
pressure at seabed under pipelines is likely to accumulate
and the pipe-soil behaviour may become undrained or
partially-drained. Yinghui Tian carried out centrifuge tests
to investigate the effect of loading rate to the pipeline
embedment and worked to develop a partially-drained
force-resultant model in collaboration with Advanced
Geomechanics. The work focused on the degradation of the
soil stiffness due to the excess pore pressure accumulation.

u/D = 0.1

(b) u/D = 0.5

(c) u/D = 1

(d) u/D = 7
Figure 35: Soil softening during different stages of lateral pipe
movement.

Suction Embedded PLate Anchor (SEPLA) has good
application potential as the offshore engineering is moving
into deep water. A flap to the anchor is often used in industry
practice with the intention to reduce embedment loss.
However, recent numerical analysis and experiments show
that the flap does not work in those cases. Yinghui Tian
conducted a FE analysis to investigate the mechanism of the
flap rotation. Various analysis cases have been carried out
and the flapability conditions were explained in Figure 36. In
addition, the failure envelope of the flapped anchor was also
investigated.
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Large deformation penetration is very common in offshore
engineering, such as the penetrometer test, spudcan
preloading, pipeline laying, anchor installation and keying and
so on. These issues are challenging the traditional small strain
FE analysis due to the excess mesh distortion. The Coupled
Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method embedded in ABAQUS
commercial package is an easy-to-use and prospective
method, although it is relatively new. Yinghui Tian conducted
penetration analyses (T-bar, pipeline and piezo-ball) with CEL
and compared the results with RITSS analysis undertaken by
Dong Wang.

Note:



y

+
x



hinge movement angle
measured from x axis
 anchor rotation angle
measured from original position

 H hinge movement distance



flap rotation angle
measured from original position
 padeye movement angle
measured from x axis
 P padeye movement distance

Figure 36: Flapability of the SEPLA.
Figure 38: Stress contour of piezo-ball penetration.

Figure 37: Flow mechanism of flapped anchor
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Physical Modelling Technology
Thanks to the centrifuge team, new developments of the
physical modelling facilities are ongoing (see also section
report from the centrifuge team). The wide variety of research
projects presented in the other sections of this report
demonstrates the outstanding performance of both the beam
and drum centrifuges and the associated technologies. Some
of the major technical developments are summarised below.

Hybrid testing
A real-time hybrid testing method has been developed to
investigate the response of a full jack-up unit during typical
reinstallation procedures (Figure 39). The critical element of
the spudcan and leg being installed near the footprint was
modelled physically, whilst the remainder of the jack-up
unit was modelled numerically. A new vertical-horizontal-

rotation actuator system (named the VHM actuator) was
developed to allow the jack-up model leg and spudcan to
move independently in the vertical, horizontal and rotational
direction (Figure 40). Centrifuge modelling was employed to
realistically simulate the foundation response with a soil stress
level comparable to prototype conditions. The system allows
the measured load to be fed back into the control loop and
the actuator to transfer the load onto the physical model in
real-time. The rate dependent response of the model could
therefore be correctly modelled. This was critical as an
installation speed similar to the offshore undrained condition
could be maintained. Results of experimental validation
of the system confirmed the accuracy and effectiveness
of the methodology. This testing method was applied in a
parametric study on the effect of jack-up structural stiffness
to the response of jack-up reinstallation.

Figure 39: Outline of Real-Time Hybrid Testing with Geotechnical Centrifuge for the
Modelling of Jack-up Reinstallation near Existing Footprints.
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Optic fibre
Following the development of the Particle Image Velocimetry
technique (PIV), images have become over the last year a
source of information on soil structure interaction as valuable
as measurements provided by sensors and transducers,
notably. Still images have been used at COFS for nearly
7 years. However the ever increasing complexity of the
modelling undertaken now requires videos to be captured,
at a resolution high enough to allow accurate PIV treatment.
To improve the resolution and the frame rate of the video
acquisition system, an optic fibre slip ring has been
implemented on the beam centrifuge. The optic fibre slip
ring features a transfer rate up to 1 Gb/s (nearly 10 times the
transfer rate of the previous wireless transmission system)
allowing video feed of a resolution 1200x800 at a frame rate
of 30 fps to be transmitted live to the control command room
for acquisition and storage.

Data acquisition system

Figure 40: Close-up view of VHM Actuator with Model
Jack-Up Leg.
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The high speed wireless data acquisition system, DIGIDAQ,
initially developed and implemented in the drum centrifuge
to monitor submarine landslides has been implemented in
the beam centrifuge. This is the first stage of a three year
development strategy, which aims at having a common
data acquisition system, motion control system, and video
acquisition system in both centrifuges to create better
synergy between the two facilities. In 2011, optic fibre will
be implemented in the drum centrifuge. This will be followed
in 2012 by the implementation of the PACS motion control
system on the drum centrifuge.

Georisk
Use of statistical methods in calculating the risk of failure of
offshore infrastructure is a major research theme of COFS
research. In 2010, it was identified as a separate research
stream, and one in which we wish to build further capacity in
the future. Our ambitions align with its inclusion as one of the
four research streams of the ARC Centre of Excellence for
Geotechnical Science and Engineering.
In 2010, PhD student Bassem Youssef has been studying the
stability of offshore pipeline using deterministic and statistical
analysis methods.
A hydrodynamic load module was written in FORTRAN90
and incorporated into ABAQUS through the user subroutine
DLOAD. Integrated within this are pipe-soil models, also
coded in FORTRAN90, but implemented into ABAQUS as
node user defined element (or UELs). Implementing both

hydrodynamic and pipe-soil codes into ABAQUS forms an
integrated pipeline modelling tool and allows for accurate
assessment of the hydrodynamic-pipe-soil interaction.
In the deterministic analysis only one single value was
assigned for the design input parameters. This allowed for the
assessment of the pipeline stability under these parameters
values. In the statistical analysis approach the design
evaluation accounts for the variability and uncertainty in the
key parameters included in the pipeline stability analysis.
Therefore a better assessment of the pipeline stability and
its sensitivity to the key random variables, of hydrodynamic,
structural and geotechnical, was achieved. A Response
Surface Method combined with Monte Carlo simulation
allowed the calculation of probability of exceedence of
pipeline stability and sensitivity of pipeline stability analysis to
the analysis input parameters.











Figure 41: Components of the integrated pipeline numerical model.

































Figure 42: Probability of exceedance of the pipeline maximum displacement (Monte Carlo
simulation using 10000 cases).
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Offshore Sediments

1

Research activities in the area of Offshore Sediments
continued during 2010, with particular focus on the
development of novel site investigation tools for the
characterisation of sediments from offshore Australia.

Yue Yan continued her PhD research, supervised by Dave
White and Mark Randolph, with a numerical investigation
of the effects of drainage on toroidal penetrometers and
pipelines, using the Modified Cam Clay model. Her overall
PhD is exploring the potential of new forms of shallow
penetrometer to offer improved techniques for characterising
pipeline-seabed interaction. The aim of this recent work was
to produce dissipation solutions after vertical penetration
and during and after torsional movement. The analyses
capture the drainage conditions relevant to pipeline design,
revealing the significant changes in the operative soil shear
strength and density caused by cycles of consolidation. The
toroid-soil resistance is interpreted into an operative toroidsoil interface friction coefficient to feed through to pipeline
design assessment. Tests using toroidal penetrometers with
frictionless and fully rough interfaces and varying unloading
ratios were considered and the responses were compared
with those for pipelines.
Figure 43 reveals the post-laying consolidation response
of the toroid and pipe. The consolidation characteristics of
the toroid follow very closely with the behaviour of the pipe.
The dissipation is faster for the modified Cam clay model
compared with the elastic consolidation solution, which
is partly attributed to the different operative stiffnesses
assumed by the soil models – in the case of the Cam clay
soil, the stiffness varies during consolidation. Dissipation
tests performed after unloading show dilatory behavior,
with the pore pressure increasing from the initial value to
the maximum followed by a decrease to the hydrostatic
value. The initial rise is attributed to the redistribution of pore
pressure around the pipe after the unloading, which leads to
a rise in pore pressure below the invert. The high pressure
‘bubble’ is gradually dissolved by inward flow initially and the
drainage front advances to the soil surface, which delays
the dissipation of the excess pore pressure. The higher pore
pressure gradients hasten the dissipation of the excess
pore pressure. Figure 44 investigates a typical episode of
reconsolidation during continued axial movement. Variable
rates of cyclic loading result in significant changes in the
operative soil strength. The total elapsed time for shearing
is more relevant than the actual velocity and the responses
follow a conventional S-shaped consolidation curve.
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distribution around the ball. A second set of centrifuge tests
was conducted using both piezoballs to examine methods to
estimate the degree of consolidation during partially drained
penetration. These tests will help to develop a method to
predict the undrained penetration resistance of a spudcan
foundation based on the results of a partially drained piezoball
test.
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Figure 45: Miniature piezoball in beam centrifuge.
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Figure 44: Shearing responses as function of time for different
normalised velocities.

Continuing the development of piezoball penetrometers, Noel
Boylan travelled to Trondheim, Norway to carry out testing at
soft clay sites using the UWA piezoball. The testing, which
was carried out in collaboration with Annika Bihs (Norwegian
University of Science and Technology, NTNU) and Mike Long
(University College Dublin, UCD), was undertaken at sensitive
clay sites at Kvenild and Dragvoll. These tests will further
the development of soil classification charts and methods
to interpret pore pressure dissipation tests using the ball.
On an interesting historical note, the tests were carried out
on site by Jan Jønland of NTNU. Jan also carried out some
of the first tests using adjacent penetrations of cones and
similar shaped piezometers (Janbu and Senneset, 1974) that
led to the recognition of the importance of measuring pore
pressures during cone penetration tests.

Piezoball Penetrometer
PhD student, Hamed Mahmoodzadeh continued his research
on the interpretation of the piezoball test (ball penetrometer
fitted with pore pressure transducer) in intermediate soils,
supervised by Noel Boylan, Mark Randolph and Mark
Cassidy. He is also developing a method for the direct
estimation of the resistance-penetration response of spudcan
foundations of jack up rigs using the results of a piezoball
test. During 2009, the first set of centrifuge tests were
conducted in the beam centrifuge using a miniature piezoball
with pore pressure measurement at the equator position (see
Figure 45) and a model spudcan foundation.
This year, another miniature piezoball with a pore pressure
filter fitted at the mid-face position was fabricated in-house
to provide better understanding of excess pore pressure

Figure 46: (from left) Piezoball testing in Trondheim – Noel Boylan
(COFS), Mike Long (UCD), Annika Bihs (NTNU), Jan Jønland
(NTNU) and Roselyn Carroll (UCD).
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Strength characterisation of a carbonate silt at the
solid-fluid transition

Similarly to the soils tested previously (Kaolin and Burswood
clay), the strength data for the carbonate silt shows a
continuous decrease in strength over a wide range of water
content, encompassing the solid and fluid range. However,
a notable difference between the soils is that at high water
content the carbonate silt is significantly weaker than the
other soils tested. When using a suitable normalisation of the
water content, using the value corresponding to a strength
of 0.1 kPa, the data for the three soils can be approximated
by the same equation, as shown in Figure 48. Furthermore,
analysis of the results indicate that the effect of strain rate on
the strength of the carbonate silt is higher when compared
with Kaolin and Burswood clay. This effect is reasonably well
captured by a power or logarithmic function of the normalised
strain rate, with the rate parameter being independent of the
water content.

Figure 47: Carbonate silt specimen being tested with T-bar
penetrometer.

10

Shear strength, su (kPa)

As part of the MERIWA (Minerals and Energy Research
Institute of WA) submarine landslide research program,
Nathalie Boukpeti continued research on the strength
characterisation of fine-grained sediments, investigating
the behaviour of a carbonate silt from offshore Australia. An
experimental program was carried out by vacation scholar
Gemma Escuriale, which included T-bar penetrometer
tests, vane shear tests, fall cone tests and viscometer tests,
all performed on remoulded samples. Figure 47 depicts
the carbonate silt specimen being tested with the T-bar
penetrometer, and shows a number of cracks forming at the
surface.

su = 0.1(w/w0.1)-4.87

1

carbonate silt
kaolin
Burswood clay

0.1
0.01

0.001

0.0

1.0

2.0

Normalised water content, w/w0.1

3.0

Figure 48: Effect of normalised water content on shear strength
measured with the vane (empty symbols) and viscometer (full
symbols).
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James Hengesh and Beau Whitney are collaborating
with Myra Keep and Karl-Heinz Wywroll of the UWA
Geology department to assess seafloor deformation
in the northern part of Western Australia. The
OCEAN
North West Shelf of Australia INDIAN
is characterised
by
two types of plate boundaries: a passive Atlantictype margin on the west and an active collisional
boundary on the north (Figure 52). Our research is
developing information which demonstrates that the
stresses imposed on the plate due to the collision
in the north are causing regional lithospheric scale
warping, surface faulting, and reactivation of
former rift-related structures along the continental
margin. The broad scale regional tilting along the
North West Shelf has resulted in the subsidence
of former coastal depositional environments below
the recorded late Quaternary sea-level minima. The
presence of these depositional environments can
have a significant impact on the stability of soils
within the foundation zones of offshore infrastructure
and, due to the down-warping, these deposits can
occur at greater depths than otherwise would be
expected.
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Our research is providing some exciting results including:
recognition of previously unstudied yet active tectonic
features; 3D mapping of submarine landslides; development
of constitutive models of soil strength within slide masses,
developing numerical models of slide run-outs and
velocities that incorporate changes in soil properties;
physical modelling of slide-pipe interactions; and
current-scour testing within our unique O-tube
Java
facility.
(
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The assessment of seafloor stability on the North West
Shelf is a key research area within COFS. We are currently
undertaking a multi-year program to improve our knowledge
of geological hazard processes occurring along the North
West Shelf, including: earthquakes, landslides, and seabed
mobility. This is being achieved through morphological
mapping of the seabed and nearshore environments,
structural and stratigraphic analysis, testing of geotechnical
soil properties, and both numerical modelling and physical
testing programs.

Although deformation is occurring at low rates, some
structures along the continental margin of Western Australia
(WA) are capable of producing large magnitude earthquakes.
For example, the Mt Narryer fault zone in west central
Australia may have produced the 1885 ML 6.6 Mt. Narryer
and the 1941 ML 7.1 to 7.3 Meeberrie earthquakes. The
fault zone is a 120-km long north-trending structure that has
captured and diverted active stream flow, formed sag ponds,
and impounded Lake Wooleen. Scarp heights of 3 to 8
meters suggest either single large magnitude displacements,
or repeated surface deformation events (i.e. repeated large
magnitude earthquakes). Additional structures trend offshore
and these have caused local inversion of older rift basins and
in places have offset the seafloor indicating recent movement.
Structures with evidence of Neogene to historical deformation
are present over a length of more than 2,000 km along the
continental margin of west-central and North West WA.
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Figure 49: Regional tectonic setting of the North West Shelf showing main
plate boundary structures on the north and primary reactivated structures
along the continental shelf and margin.
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Large scale slope failures are present along the continental
slope (Figure 50) and relict landslide deposits are present
along the continental rise. Some slides have widths of several
10’s of kilometres with run out lengths of up to 200 km.
Smaller slide deposits are concentrated at the base of the
slope with run out lengths commonly <10 km. Expulsion
features are common on the Gorgon slide (Figure 50) and
other slide complexes, indicating that dewatering may have
occurred during mobilisation of the slide masses or that gas
expulsion may have played a role in landslide triggering.
The presence of a zone of seismogenic structures with the
potential to produce earthquakes in the magnitude Mw 7.0
to 7.5 range along the continental margin suggests that
earthquake loading also may be a trigger for submarine slope
failures on the North West Shelf.

Numerical modelling of submarine slide run-out
Noel Boylan and David White continued developing software
to model the run-out of submarine slides. This software,
titled UWA-SM3 (Submarine Mass Movement Modeller)
simulates the run-out of a slide block along a predefined
topography using depth-averaged numerical modelling.
Softening of the soil during run-out is accounted for using
parameters obtained directly from the results of cyclic full
flow penetrometer tests. Hydrodynamic forces that retard the
advance of the run-out material can also be accounted for.
Figure 51 (a) shows an example of the run-out of a slide block
on a uniform slope with 5o inclination, modelled using UWASM3. The first case uses a slide block with a shear strength
that remains intact (or constant) during the run-out process.
The second case includes softening so that the shear
strength degrades towards the remoulded shear strength.
In this case, inclusion of softening increased the run-out by
a factor of 2.4. Figure 51 (b) shows the evolution of the case
with softening at increments of 10% of the final run-out. It can
be seen that the initial slide block collapses very early in the
slide and the run-out stretches until the slide mass comes to
a halt. The software has also been extended to examine the
response of a flexible pipeline due to the impact from a slide.

Figure 50: Seafloor rendering of Gorgon Field showing large scale
failure of the continental slope, small scale failures within the
submarine canyons, and pock-marks indicating occurrence of
fluid/gas expulsion in the mass transport deposit (inset). Sea-bed
rendering developing using Seisnetics TM.

Figure 51: Example of debris flow run-out modelled using
UWA-SM3.
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Large deformation finite element (LDFE) analysis
of submarine landslides
Dong Wang, Mark Randolph and David White are continuing
their large deformation finite element (LDFE) analysis of
submarine landslides. During long-runout sliding along
the seabed, soil becomes remoulded gradually. On the
other hand, the undrained strength of soil may be partially
recovered, or even enhanced, due to the rate-dependency.
A strain-softening rheological soil model is incorporated into

the LDFE analysis and the influence of seabed roughness
also is considered. The LDFE model is validated by
comparing results with centrifuge test data by Noel Boylan.
Three different flow mechanisms of submarine landslides,
termed elongation, breakaway, and block sliding are
proposed. The factors affecting submarine sliding, such as
slope inclination, intact soil strength, sensitivity, soil rheology,
and volume of the sliding mass are assessed. The developed
LDFE approach is now able to simulate slide run-out of
several hundreds of metres and even kilometres (Figure 52
and 53).

Figure 52: Evolution of the slide geometry for flow mechanism of elongation.

Figure 53: Velocity distribution (in m/s) for flow mechanism of breakaway.
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Centrifuge modelling of active slide-pipeline
loading in soft and very soft clay

Analytical modelling of a steady submarine slide
and its impact on a pipeline

The lateral soil resistance of a shallow-buried model pipe
was studied by Fauzan Sahdi, Christophe Gaudin, Dave
White, Noel Boylan and Mark Randolph. A model pipe was
dragged horizontally at velocities ranging from 0.0036 – 4.2
m/s, through soil with intact strength ranging from 0.08 to 1.7
kPa – achieved through different degrees of consolidation.
These tests were performed in 13 drum centrifuge soil
samples prepared using an identical self-weight consolidation
procedure and are analogous to the passing of a submarine
slide across a stationary pipeline (Figure 54). A model to
assess the pipe-soil horizontal loading, unifying both the
soil mechanics and the fluid mechanics approaches, was
demonstrated and calibrated from the model pipe test
results.

Solutions for the flow of a uniform submarine slide consisting
of a rate dependent material have been derived analytically by
Nathalie Boukpeti. Two rate-dependent material models have
been considered, a power law and a logarithmic law strength
model, and compared with the fluid models classically used
to represent slide behaviour, namely the Bingham and the
Herschel-Buckley (HB) models. The solutions are obtained
for the case of a steady uniform flow (Figure 56) and give the
velocity profile within the slide, assuming that the friction at
the bed boundary is sufficient to prevent sliding. The derived
analytical solutions can be viewed as representing a particular
position within a slide at a given instant in time. They can be
used in conjunction with numerical modelling of the entire
slide to provide some insights on the flow pattern, and on the
parameter sensitivity.

When the velocity is slow enough so that plastic strength
effects dominate, the resistance is controlled by the soil
strength, adjusted as required for strain rate. At higher
velocities and in softer soils the inertial drag is more
significant. The test results spanned the range from strengthdominated to drag-dominated resistance, as illustrated by the
two zones within Figure 55.

These solutions also are applicable to the determination of
the loading on a pipeline that is oriented across the path
of the slide. The load applied by a slide onto a pipeline is
calculated by adding the contribution of the soil strength
and the inertial drag. An example is given in Figure 57 for
the case of a shallow slide, with a layer thickness of 5 m, a
slope inclination of 3 degrees, and a pipe of 0.5 m diameter.
Figure 57 shows how the load varies with the vertical position
of the pipe within the slide. Note that for the Bingham
model, a reasonable prediction is obtained only if the model
parameters are carefully selected over the strain rate range
under consideration.

















Figure 54: Cleaning out the drum centrifuge after testing – just
another day at the office. (From left): Bart Thompson and Fauzan
Sahdi.
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Figure 55: Centrifuge model pipe test results.
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Figure 56: Uniform debris flow layer.
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Figure 57: Loading applied on a 0.5 m diameter pipeline as a
function of pipe vertical position.

O-tube flume facilities
UWA is home to the innovative new large and mini
O-tube flume facilities, which are managed by
Liang Cheng, supported by Dave White, Hongwei
An, Ming Zhao and Mark Randolph. These are
closed loop flumes capable of simulating the
hydrodynamic conditions at the seabed during
storms. The aim is to reveal the response of the
seabed sediment and any infrastructure, such
as pipelines, that are resting on it. The O-tube
flume design is a UWA innovation and our two
O-tubes are unique worldwide. O-tubes provide
the only physical modelling environment capable
of reproducing the high wave and current-induced
water velocities that are found on Australia’s North
West Shelf during tropical cyclones.
The key motivation for the development of the
O-tube facilities is the severe cost of stabilising the
pipelines that connect Australia’s offshore gas fields
to shore. It is increasingly being recognised that
current design approaches for assessing pipeline
on-bottom stability are often flawed, because they
neglect to consider the mobility of the seabed
sediment. This mobility, which is manifested
through the processes of scour and full or partial
liquefaction, may enhance or reduce the horizontal
pipe-soil forces available to equilibrate the
hydrodynamic loading imposed on the pipe during
cyclone events. Using the physical observations
from the O-tube simulations, we are aiming to
develop new analyses for the processes that
control pipeline stability, using a multi-disciplinary
approach that combines hydraulics, geotechnics
and pipeline engineering.

Figure 58: A synthetic cyclone generated in the Large O-tube.

Figure 59: Instrumentation and control of the Large O-tube.

The 50 tonnes of water in the large O-tube (which
has a 1.5 m x 1 m cross-section through the test
zone) are pumped around by a 580 kW motor,
which is driven by an arbitrary velocity control
signal. Synthetic cyclones or idealised wave and
current data can be used as the pump input. An
instrumented model pipe with an in-built data
acquisition system can be mounted mid-way along
the test section. Active control of the pipe actuator
restrains unrealistic motion whilst allowing the pipe
to move freely in response to the hydrodynamic
action. All of this technology was designed and
fabricated at UWA, masterminded by Tuarn Brown
with support from John Breen. The motion control
software was developed by Shane de Catania, and
the O-tube control system was designed by Wayne
Galbraith.
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Offshore Foundation Systems
Research activities on Offshore Foundation Systems in
2010 spanned a wide range, from the development of novel
foundation concepts, the investigation of pipeline-seabed
interaction, and the response of foundations on sand and clay
under uniaxial and general loading, including the development
of macro-elements that capture the non-linear footing-soil
interaction up to failure. The following sub-sections provide
more detail on each of those topics.

Pipelines
Back-analysis of as-laid pipeline survey data was continued
by Zack Westgate as part of his PhD studies (working with
supervisors Dave White and Mark Randolph). A site offshore
Australia comprising carbonate silts and sands was analysed,
extending Zack’s research through a wider range of soil
types encountered offshore. Figure 60 shows some example
touchdown zone monitoring video footage of a sleeper
crossing from this work, as well as a typical as-laid survey
image in the silt.

a

Results indicate that carbonate silts, when subjected to
pipeline motions during laying, behave similarly to other
fine-grained soils around the world (e.g. North Sea and
offshore West Africa – based on previous work). This
includes the ability to predict the as-laid embedment in
an undrained calculation framework. For sands, a drained
calculation framework is more appropriate. In their upcoming
journal paper on this topic, Zack, Dave and Mark present
calculations for drainage around a pipe during offshore pipe
laying, linked to the lay rate, wave period and consolidation
characteristics of the soil. This determines the appropriate
methodology (i.e. undrained or drained) to use when
calculating as-laid pipeline embedment. An example result is
shown in Figure 61 below (details removed for confidentiality),
illustrating profiles of as-laid and calculated pipe embedment
across these drainage boundaries. In the silt and sand zones,
the undrained and drained calculations, respectively, best
capture the range of as-laid embedment. Between these
zones, the drainage response during laying and resulting pipe
embedment is more complex.

b

Figure 60: Example video footage images of (a) a pipeline crossing a sleeper and (b) an as-laid survey in silt.

Figure 61: Comparison of as-laid and calculated pipeline embedment across the undrained
to drained boundaries.
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Dave and Zack, working with Andy Hill of BP, and JeanChristophe Ballard of Fugro, also published an interpretation
of the pipeline-seabed interaction observed during the first
field deployment of Fugro’s SMARTPIPE tool. This is an
instrumented pipe mounted on a seabed frame, which can be
deployed in deep water. The interpretation was presented at
the ISFOG conference, and identified the controlling influence
of pore pressure effects on axial pipe-soil resistance.
Amin Rismanchian started his PhD in May 2009 studying
the soil-pipeline behaviour during buckling of on bottom
pipelines. Conventionally, most of the research on pipeline –
soil interaction was focused on the behaviour of the crown of
a buckle, and very idealised events, such as fixed-amplitude
cycles of movement. Therefore, a holistic approach towards
the whole buckle was missing. In his centrifuge tests, Amin
modelled the behaviour of different sections of a buckle. In
these tests the movement amplitude was up to 8 diametres
and different pipe weights and velocities were studied. The
tests were part of the SAFEBUCK GEO Joint Industry Project.
The berms and trenches created by many tens of cycles of
pipe movement across the seabed were observed, and their
strength profiles measured by extensive T-bar probing.

Figure 62: Amin (left) shares his important finding with the beam
centrifuge chief technician, Don Herley (centre), and David White.

In addition to these experiments, Amin analysed images from
previous centrifuge tests to understand the different kinematic
mechanisms during pipe-soil interaction. Finally, these data
will be back-analysed using limit analysis and finite element
methods, and used to derive generalised calculation models
for arbitrary modes of pipe-soil interaction.
A complementary PhD study is currently being undertaken
by Santiram Chatterjee. This involves large deformation
finite element analyses of the same form of lateral pipeline
behaviour. Santiram’s work, which is described in the
numerical modelling research report, involves a parametric
study of lateral pipeline-seabed interaction, using a softening
soil model.
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Shallow foundations on sand
A footing penetrating into sand, as is the case in
installations of mobile jack-up drilling rigs, for instance,
represents continuous bearing failure. The load-penetration
curve is required to be predicted accurately, rather than
conservatively, as the achieved embedment has implications
on footing stiffness, risk of scour etc.
Using the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) approach
available in Abaqus, Britta Bienen, together with Sascha
Henke and Tim Pucker of Hamburg University of Technology
(TUHH), Germany, investigated the large deformation problem
of footings penetrating into sand. The constitutive behaviour
of the soil was predicted with a hypoplastic model, which was
shown to capture well the behaviour observed in element
tests as well as centrifuge tests.
The numerical results illustrate differences in the mobilisation
of bearing capacity between flat and conical footings of
diametres relevant to offshore jack-up platforms (10 to
20 m), as shown exemplarily in Figure 63 immediately after
the full footing diameter penetrates the soil surface. The full
parametric study addresses the load-penetration behaviour
of circular footings with different conical angles in sand of
different relative densities. The results will allow a predictive
framework to be developed that takes into consideration the
differences in the mobilisation of bearing capacity.
Jelke Dijkstra visited COFS twice in 2010 to collaborate
with Christophe Gaudin and David White, following his
recent appointment as Associate Professor in charge of the

centrifuge facility at the Delft University of Technology. The
collaboration focused on the comparative behaviour between
silica sand and carbonate sand. Shallow footing tests were
performed on both sands, at low stress level and low relative
density under 1g conditions and at high stress level and
high density under 100g conditions (in the centrifuge). The
program included comparisons of the bearing capacity, the
failure mode using PIV techniques and the change in particle
size distribution of the soil underneath the footing following
failure.
The results (Figure 64) indicated a distinct difference in
failure mechanism between both sands. The footing on silica
sand exhibited shallow failure modes with large localised
strains at shallow depths, whilst the footing on carbonate
sand mobilised strains lower in magnitude and over a
larger range of depths. An increase in ambient stress level
reduced the surface heave and resulted in a deeper failure
mechanism. No particle crushing was observed at low stress
level, while the grading of the carbonate sand after footing
failure at high stress level revealed significant crushing. The
low stress experimental results for the silica sand could
be approximated with simple limit analysis solutions. This
proved to be impossible for the carbonate sand, highlighting
the peculiarities of the behaviour of this type of soil and the
need to reconsider ultimate limit state failure mechanisms.
At high stress level, the test results for both sands were better
approximated by limit analysis solutions, provided that the
friction angle was reduced, compared to 1 g conditions, to
account for the increase in ambient stress level.

Figure 63: Velocity field under a flat (left) and a conical (β = 120°) footing (right).
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Figure 64: Comparisons of the displacement vector fields between calcareous sand (left) and silica sand (right), at 1g (black) and at
100g (grey). The soil displacements are generated by the loading of a circular flat footing 25 mm in diameter and are measured after a
penetration of 10 mm.

Based on a previous model proposed by Salciarini and
Tamagnini (2009), Diana Salciarini, Claudio Tamagnini
(University of Perugio, Italy) and Britta Bienen developed a
hypoplastic macro-element for shallow foundations under
general loading in sand. In contrast to elasto-plasticity, the
framework used for a number of footing macro-element
models, the hypoplastic approach features incrementally

nonlinear response, without the existence of a large elastic
domain.
The hypoplastic macroelement model was shown to be able
to predict the relevant features of the experimentally observed
response of a foundation–soil system even under rather
complex loading paths, as in Figure 65.

Figure 65: Predicted compared to experimentally measured response.
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Shallow foundations on clay

(a) Compression

Divya Mana, Susan Gourvenec, Mark Randolph and
Shazzad Hossain have been using drum centrifuge testing
to investigate the transient and sustained uplift capacity of
skirted foundations with a range of skirt embedment ratios.
Half model tests and subsequent image analysis using
GeoPIV explored the soil flow mechanism around skirted
foundation subjected to undrained compression and uplift.
The analysis showed that a reverse end bearing mechanism
is mobilised during the undrained uplift of skirted foundation
with even very shallow skirt embedment depth, also that
different soil failure mechanisms govern failure in compression
and uplift (Figure 66). Full model tests were also conducted
in the centrifuge to obtain the bearing capacity factors in
compression and uplift for a range of embedment ratios. The
effect of formation of a gap or crack at the skirt-soil interface
on the uplift capacity was also studied. Figure 67 shows the
undrained uplift capacity of skirted foundation with a selected
skirt embedment ratio, with and without gap at the skirt-soil
interface. Time-displacement behaviour of these foundations
with and without gap under different magnitudes of sustained
uplift loads is also investigated by conducting load controlled
tests in the centrifuge.

Figure 66: Comparison of soil displacement vectors in (a)
compression and (b) uplift obtained from PIV analysis.
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Divya Mana, Susan Gourvenec and Mark Randolph have also
been considering bearing capacity of skirted foundations for a
range of skirt embedment ratios, soil strength heterogeneities
and skirt-soil interface roughness using finite element analysis
in ABAQUS. A closed form expression has been derived for
calculating the vertical bearing capacity factors for a practical
range of foundation and soil conditions. The study also
considered the effect of idealising the geometry of circular
skirted foundations as strip foundations and the effect of
considering the soil plug inside the skirt as a rigid body.

(b) Uplift
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Figure 67: Comparison of the undrained uplift resistance of
skirted foundations with and with out crack at the skirt-soil
interface.
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Subsea mudmats are used in deepwater oil and gas fields to
support seabed structures such as pipeline or manifolds. On
soft soil, removing mudmats during decommissioning may be
difficult and costly due to the significant suction developed
at the mudmat-soil interface, increasing significantly the uplift
resistance beyond the submerged self-weight of the mudmat.
Rong Chen, from Dalian University, worked with Christophe
Gaudin and Mark Cassidy to understand the mechanism
of suction development at the foundation invert. A series
of drum centrifuge tests were performed on a skirted mat
foundation (Figure 68) with varying skirt length subjected
to three different pullout eccentricities and pullout velocities
ranging over four orders of magnitude. The model foundation
invert was instrumented with pore pressure transducers to
monitor the suction developed at the mudmat invert. Results
(Figure 69) demonstrated the increase of uplift resistance with
uplift velocities with high velocities generating fully undrained
uplift (with suction up to -60 kPa at the mat invert) and pullout
capacities up to 5 times the foundation weight. In addition,
it was observed that by applying the pullout with enough
eccentricity, the suction and the uplift capacity could be
significantly reduced due to the drainage path encouraged
by the separation of the clay from the footing base periphery
where excess pore pressures are first relieved.

Supervised by Susan Gourvenec and Mark Randolph,
Xiaowei Feng has been investigating the undrained stability
of a rectangular mudmats under the action of multidimensional loads involving vertical loads V, and lateral
loads and moments that lead to non-zero components of
Hx, Hy, My, Mx and torque, T, which can be abbreviated as
VH2M2T. The general loading or a “full three dimensional
(3D) loading” is schematically shown in Figure 70. The
mudmat in this study was slightly embedded (d/B ≤ 0.1)
and subjected to low vertical loads (V/Vult ≤ 0.25) and the
degree of soil non-homogeneity was also taken into account.
The 3D loading analyses have been undertaken using the
commercial software ABAQUS. The overall aim of this study,
which is supported by the international offshore installation
company, Acergy, is to collapse the VH2M2T to an equivalent
VHM loading and provide appropriate shape functions that
allow interpolation of the body of the failure envelope. As an
example, the effects of torsion loading on the normalised HyMx failure envelopes were plotted in Figure 71 by comparing
the FE results against the estimated equivalent envelopes.

Figure 70: General loading of a rectangular mudmat.

Figure 68: Subsea skirted foundation subjected to centred
pullout.

Figure 71: Normalised failure envelopes for Hy-Mx loading in
conjunction with different torque.

Figure 69: Foundation capacity and invert pore pressure
development with pullout velocity (centred pullout).
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Hybrid foundation systems
The development of the hybrid foundation systems has
entered its second year of collaboration involving Christophe
Gaudin, Mark Cassidy and Britta Bienen working with Okky
Purwana and Henri Krishani from Keppel Offshore & Marine
Technology Centre.
The project focused this year on assessing the contribution
of the suction caisson on the performance of the hybrid
foundation system. Both experimental analysis and numerical
analysis were conducted, with the support of visiting
students Henning Mohr and Ludger Rausch, respectively, to
investigate pure vertical, horizontal and moment capacities as
well as failure envelopes in the VHM space.
Centrifuge tests (see model footing in Figure 72) varied the
diameter of the caisson and the length of the caisson skirt
and provided insight into the extra capacity generated.
Results indicated the dominant effect played by the caisson
skirt length over the caisson diameter in increasing both
vertical and horizontal capacities. The increase in ultimate
vertical capacity appeared to be limited in comparison to the
increase in ultimate horizontal capacity. These observations
were consistent with finite element analysis (Figure 73), which
focused on one hybrid foundation geometry, but investigated
the full VHM capacity. Further numerical analyses have been
conducted to investigate the change in failure mechanisms
with varying caisson compartment geometry. These results
will form the basis for development of a full set of VHM yield
envelopes for hybrid foundation systems.

Figure 72: Model hybrid foundation system used in centrifuge
experiments.
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Figure 73: Experimental and numerical VH failure envelopes.M,
mat foundation, HF, hybrid foundation, S short, L Large/Long.
The first S/L label refers to the diameter of the caisson, the
second to the length of the caisson skirt.

Jack-up modelling
Large footprints often remain on the sea-bed after the
spudcan footings of offshore mobile jack-up platforms have
been removed. In soft clays, they can be in excess of 10 m
deep and wide, with large variations in soil strengths below
the surface. Reinstallation close to these footprints is often
necessary but is extremely hazardous, due to the large
horizontal and moment loads induced on the spudcans and
subsequently on the jack-up legs. This problem has caused a
number of failures and near miss incidents in the past.
Vickie Kong, supervised by Mark Cassidy and Christophe
Gaudin, developed a real-time hybrid testing method to
investigate the effect of structural stiffness to response of
a jack-up unit during typical reinstallation procedures. A
parametric study was conducted to model jack-up units with
different rotational stiffness at leg-hull connection. Examples
of testing result are presented in Figure 74. Preliminary
comparison indicated that the peak horizontal force and
peak moment reduced with reducing rotational stiffness.
The maximum angular movement at the leg-hull connection
increased with reducing rotational stiffness and can be
as large as 12°. In the next stage of the study, both the
horizontal stiffness and rotational stiffness will be considered
to model a more realistic full jack-up unit.
PhD student Omid Reza Akbarzadeh Zahraei Kohan began
his studies on the improvement of spudcan extraction from
deep embedment in soft clays and silts. His experimental
based research under supervision of Mark Cassidy,
Christophe Gaudin and Britta Bienen will investigate three
themes: (i) extraction of deeply embedded spudcans,
(ii) extraction of spudcans using water jetting, and (iii) cyclic
loading for the extraction of spudcans. The aim will be
to develop a prediction method for spudcan extraction

inclusive of embedment depth and vertical load history with
and without jetting. This should provide an evidence-based
method for spudcan extraction using cyclic loading with
and without jetting. The gain in soil shear strength due to
consolidation of the soil above and below the spudcan is one
of the most important parameters that will be investigated.
Figure 75 shows a model spudcan at COFS which allows
jetting to be simulated in centrifuge tests.
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Figure 74: Reinstallation responses of jack-up units with different rotation stiffness at
leg-hull connection.

Figure 75: A model spudcan with a jetting action.
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Piled foundations
Dave White and Andrew Deeks (a former PhD student
based at COFS) worked with Yukihiro Ishihara of Giken
Seisakusho, Japan, to write a keynote paper for the Deep
Foundations Institute conference in London. This paper
reviewed recent research into jacked foundation piles and
included new analyses from Andrew’s PhD work, quantifying
the efficiency of rotary jacking as an installation technique.
The paper described case studies where this technique has
been adopted for construction projects in Japan, including
the example shown in Figure 76. A more disruptive dynamic
pile installation technique was the subject of a back-analysis
reported by Dave White and James Schneider, of the test
piles installed for the Tokyo Port Bay Bridge.
A further collaboration with Japan was our link with Nippon
Steel, who are supporting Shinji Taenaka’s PhD. Shinji
presented his recent experiments, looking at the optimisation
of steel sheet piled foundations – including his radical ‘TIEfighter’ design – at the Zurich ICPMG conference.

Figure 76: Rotary jacking in Japan, firmly onshore.
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Offshore Engineering
COFS is generally recognised for its fundamental and applied
research in mechanics of seabed sediments, offshore
foundation systems, pipeline engineering and geotechnical
physical modelling as well. In recent years, COFS has also
started working on novel aspects of offshore engineering.
In 2010, previous research on ultimate strength of fixed and
mobile jackups platforms and fatigue design of steel catenary
risers continued and a new field of research on renewable
energy in Australia started.

Ultimate Strength Analysis of Fixed Offshore
Platforms
Mehrdad Kimiaei continued numerical investigations on
ultimate strength analysis of fixed platforms under extreme
environmental loadings with particular attention to the new
models for cyclic pile-soil interaction and more accurate
techniques for ultimate strength analyses of offshore facilities
Mohammad M. Memarpour (PhD student from Iran University
of Science and Technology) and Mehrdad Kimiaei continued
previous work on CPSI (cyclic pile soil interaction) element
which was developed in 2009 at COFS. This model has
already been added as a robust user defined element
to ABAQUS and its results are numerically verified with
Opensees software. Soil hysteretic behaviour which can
be modelled by ABAQUS (CPSI model) and Opensees
(Boulanger model) are shown in Figure 77. Lateral deflections
of an example offshore pile under different load cycles
using static option of the CPSI model are shown in Figure
78. Lateral deflection results of this pile for static and cyclic
options of the CPSI model are illustrated in Figure 79. It is
concluded that gapping and soil strength degradation have
significant effects on cyclic behaviour of the offshore piles.
They can lead to major changes in the ultimate strength of
the offshore facilities supported by the offshore piles.

Figure 77: Soil hysteretic behaviour in CPSI (2009) and Boulanger
et al. (1999) models

Figure 78: Results of CPSI for lateral deflections of an example
offshore pile in different loading cycles.

Figure 79: Results of CPSI and Boulanger models for lateral
deflections of an example offshore pile.
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Kedar Kale (Masters Student) and Mehrdad Kimiaei
completed their studies on the effects of the structural
configuration and the boundary supports on the static and
dynamic reserve strength ratios (RSRs) of some example
platforms in shallow and medium water depth. A general 3D
view of one of those example platforms is shown in Figure
80. Using the framework for dynamic pushover analysis
(developed at COFS in 2009) and the USFOS software,
results of the static and dynamic RSRs for this example
platform with different support conditions are shown in Figure
81. It is seen that for all wave loading directions and both
the fixed and pinned support conditions, the dynamic RSRs
are less than the static RSRs. It shows that for this platform,
static RSRs may not necessarily lead to a conservative
estimation of the ultimate strength of the platform. It seems
that dynamic characteristics of the platform have a significant
effect on the differences between the dynamic and the static
RSRs. This is still under further investigation. It has also
been concluded that it is crucial to have a simplified practical
model for cyclic pile soil interaction issues.

Effects of Pile Foundations on Ultimate Strength
of Fixed Platforms
Saranya Venugopal started her Mastes thesis (under
supervision of Mehrdad Kimiaei) on the effects of pile
foundations on ultimate strength of fixed offshore platforms.
She has concentrated on the effects of the soil layer
properties (strength and stiffness) and yield strength of
the steel materials (for the platform and pile members) on
the failure mechanism and ultimate strength of the fixed
platforms. Figure 82 shows the effects of the different soil
capacity multiplication (SCM) on the RSR values for the
example platform (as shown in Figure 80) for any given yield
strength multiplication (YCM). It implies that for a wide range
of changes in the soil capacity factors (ie. for SCMs less than
0%), RSR values are only dependent on the soil properties
and almost independent of the yield strength of the steel
materials. In this area the soil failure is the dominant failure
mechanism of the platform and hence any changes in the
soil capacity can be directly reflected in the overall ultimate
strength of the platform.

Figure 80: USFOS model of an example fixed platform for
ultimate strength analysis.

Figure 81: Comparing static and dynamic RSRs.

Figure 82: Soil capacity effects on the RSR values.
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Dynamic Pushover Analysis of Jackup Platforms
A jackup platform, as its name indicates, is a self-elevating
unit consisting of a floatable hull and usually three truss work
or circular legs. As a mobile structure, jackups are mainly
utilised for exploration and maintenance purposes in shallow
to medium waters (up to 120 metres).
Steven Cheng started his PhD studies at COFS in May 2010
under the supervision of Mark Cassidy and Mehrdad Kimiaei.
Due to jackups’ bad track record for safety and high cost of
failure, Steven will be concentrating on nonlinear response
of jackup platforms as a whole under extreme environmental
loads. With long and relatively slender legs jackup is a highly
sensitive structural system with a natural period that usually
approaches that of ocean waves. To predict the inelastic
response of the jack-up structure with sufficient accuracy,
due care has to be given to all aspects of loading conditions,
dynamic characteristics of the platform and spudcan-soil
interaction issues.
Current industrial practice usually uses simple static pushover
analysis to derive ultimate strength capacity for a jackup
operating offshore. These simplified static procedures take

into account neither the complex spudcan-soil interaction nor
the dynamic response of the system. As such, developing a
method that can accurately assess these effects on ultimate
strength of jackup platforms is a major goal and the focus of
this proposed study.
A general 3D view of a modern jackup structure (provided
by COFS’ industry partner, Keppel, Singapore), modelled
in ABAQUS software for pushover purposes at COFS by
Mehrdad Kimiaei, in 2008, is shown in Figure 86. Steven
has now coupled this ABAQUS model with a hardening
plasticity foundation model ISIS. This ISIS code was originally
developed at the University of Oxford in 2004. Steven
made further developments on this ISIS code to make
it more robust when coupled with ABAQUS 3D models.
Numerical results of a typical static pushover analysis for
this comprehensive model are also illustrated in Figure 83.
Steven will continue his studies using this model for dynamic
pushover analysis of jackup platforms. Figure 84 represents
the jackup hull displacements during an example 3D wave
loading on the leg.

Figure 83: 3D Static pushover analysis of an example jackup on sand.
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of DAFs to vessel motions, motion amplitudes and periods,
and soil stiffness (for linear models) were examined and it was
found that vessel motions can significantly influence the DAF,
while soil stiffness has no major effect on it. Variations of DAF
values with motion periods for any given tangential heave
amplitude are shown in Figure 86.

Figure 84: Jackup hull footprint during dynamic wave loading.

Fatigue Design of Steel Catenary Risers in the
Touch Down Zone
The recent deep-water developments are pushing riser
technology to the limit and steel catenary risers (SCRs)
are still the most common approach due to their ease of
construction and installation, conceptual simplicity and simple
interface with the flowlines. Different engineering issues exist
for SCRs when used in deep-water and fatigue design is one
of the most complicated challenges. Cyclic hydrodynamic
loading on the floating facility and on the riser induce severe
riser response which result in two critical fatigue areas: (i) at
the vessel hang-off point; and (ii) in the touch down zone
(TDZ). This study focuses on TDZ issues. The common
practice is to use linear soil models for fatigue analyses of
SCRs in the TDZ. However, advanced nonlinear soil models
have recently been developed and provide an opportunity to
improve fatigue assessment of SCRs.
Mark Randolph and Mehrdad Kimiaei continued previous
numerical investigations on the effects of riser-soil interaction
on the structural response of SCRs in the TDZ. New studies
on riser-fluid interaction and its effects on the existing
models for riser-soil interaction at TDZ will be started in next
year. The main objective of these studies is to develop a
comprehensive model for riser-soil-fluid interaction at TDZ.
In March 2010, Lucile Quéau (Masters student from
Supmeca, France) started her internship on fatigue design
of steel catenary risers in the TDZ under the supervision
of Mehrdad Kimiaei and Mark Randolph. She carried out
a series of numerical simulations of static and dynamic
responses of SCRs using OrcaFlex software. The aim of
this study was to quantify the dynamic response in the
TDZ, relative to the static response of SCRs, by defining a
dimensionless factor: the dynamic amplification factor (DAF).
Knowing DAF values would simplify the fatigue design of
SCRs. Figure 85 gives a typical illustration of the DAF, which
is calculated from stress ranges in the TDZ. The sensitivity
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When nonlinear models are used for riser-soil interaction,
the order in which wave packs are applied to SCR systems
can influence the overall response of the system and design
fatigue life of the riser too. Lucile also investigated the effects
of different wave pack orders on the total fatigue life of the
system. For example, SCR in the Gulf of Mexico and a typical
wave scatter table comprised of 15 individual wave packs.
Lucile studied the fatigue life of the riser for 70 different wave
pack orders. A difference of about 25% in the fatigue life of
the system was observed for the studied wave pack orders.
In December 2010, Lucile Quéau started her PhD studies
at COFS under the supervision of Mehrdad Kimiaei and
Mark Randolph. For her PhD she will be concentrating on
the effects of nonlinear riser-soil interaction models on the
dynamic response and fatigue life of the risers in the TDZ.

Figure 85: Typical definition of DAF in the TDZ.

Figure 86: DAF versus tangential heave amplitudes of the vessel.

Marine Renewable Energy
The movement of sea water associated with wind generated
waves and the astronomical tide could provide a significant
renewable energy resource for Australia. Recent research
conducted by the CSIRO has estimated that approximately
1300 TWh/yr of wave energy is dissipated naturally along
the southern coast of Australia. This is 5 times larger than
Australia’s electricity generation in 2007/08 (265 TWh). The
tidal resource in the Kimberley region of Western Australia
could offer up to approximately 500 TWh/yr.
However, the estimates above assume that wave devices
can extract all of the incident wave energy and that tidal
range and tidal currents are unaffected by the presence of
tidal barrages or underwater tidal turbines. This is generally
not true. Future work at COFS, to be conducted by Scott
Draper and Mark Cassidy, will therefore look to refine the
existing estimates of Australia’s marine renewable resources.
Numerical work will be undertaken to simulate the wave
resource at various coastal sites in the presence of idealised
wave devices, allowing the realisable wave resource to be
quantified. A numerical model of the Kimberely region of
Western Australia will also be used to better assess the
nations tidal resource. Scott’s previous work at the University
of Oxford has focused on tidal energy, which is a significant
renewable resource in the UK. His PhD investigated tidal
energy extraction by fences of underwater turbines from a
number of idealised coastal geometries where natural tidal
currents are large (Figure 87). A common finding across the
different geometries was that tidal turbines have a feedback
effect on tidal currents such that an optimum quantity
of power can be extracted from each site. An example
simulation of tidal flow around an idealised headland is given
in Figure 88. In this example tidal flow is able to bypass the
fence when the turbines begin to extract energy. Currents
through the fence then reduce, limiting power potential.

Figure 87: Idealised coastlines where fences of tidal devices
might be deployed.

Further down the line, a significant challenge in the
deployment of offshore renewable energy devices (including
wind turbines) will be the construction of economic
foundations. An output of the work above will be an
understanding of the environmental loading and the seabed
conditions that renewable energy devices might be exposed
to in Australia. Given these inputs COFS could be in an ideal
position, in future years, to propose inventive foundation
solutions to the marine renewable energy market.

Figure 88: Tidal flow about an idealised headland at time of
strongest currents (directed left to right) (a) without a turbine
fence, and (b) with a turbine fence.
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Awards

SUT Scholarship

COFS Awarded ARC Centre
of Excellence
COFS are part of the ARC Centre of Excellence for
Geotechnical Science and Engineering in collaboration with
The University of Newcastle and University of Wollongong.
COFS will receive $14.4 million over seven years to provide
engineers with new science-based tools for predicting the
safety of offshore and onshore geostructures such as oil
and gas platforms, roads, railways, tunnels, dams, and port
facilities.

The Australia-China Natural Gas
Technology Partnership Fund top
up Scholarships
Figure 89: Bassem receiving SUT scholarship.

COFS congratulates Bassem Youssef who was recently
awarded a Society for Underwater Technology (SUT)
scholarship.
Bassem completed his Bachelor of Science (Engineering) at
Suez Canal University, Egypt in 2000 and finished his Masters
of Civil Engineering in 2006. Bassem joined COFS in August
2008 to commence his PhD.
The SUT, through its Educational Support Fund, offers
annual scholarship awards to either undergraduate and
postgraduate students undertaking studies that embrace
relevant component areas of marine science, underwater
technology or offshore engineering.
The Society’s Educational Support Fund will award
sponsorship of $5000 per annum.
In addition to the financial sponsorship, SUT will provide
student membership of the Society and attendance to
relevant SUT professional development courses, for
successful candidates.

COFS congratulates Rong Chen, Chengcai Luo, Amin
Rismanchian and Youhu Zhang for being awarded top-up
scholarships of $7500 from The Australia-China Natural Gas
Technology Partnership Fund (ACNGTPF).
The Fund is a joint initiative of the Western Australian
Government, the Commonwealth Government and North
West Shelf Australia LNG which was established in 2003 as
part of an historic agreement for Australia to supply LNG to
China.
The Fund supports a range of activities which provide
opportunities for training, research and technology transfer
between Australia and China in the Natural Gas industry to
foster long-term partnerships that enhance the relationship
between Australia and China. The importance of the LNG
industry to Australia and China is evident with energy
consumption and natural gas demand in China expected to
remain relatively strong in 2009 and Australia’s worldwide
LNG exports forecast to increase to 17.0 million tonnes from
2008 to the end of 2009 (a projected value of $6.7 billion).

Well done Bassem!

Figure 90: ACNGTPF scholarship recipients Chengcai, Youhu
and Amin.
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Outstanding Manuscript Award

Teaching and Learning Award

A paper by COFS former PhD students comparing offshore
platform foundations was honoured with the Outstanding
Manuscript Award at the MTS Awards Luncheon at
OCEANS’10 MTS/IEEE Seattle.

The Faculty of Engineering, Computing and Mathematics was
delighted to announce the recipients of its 2010 Teaching
and Learning Awards at a ceremony held at The University
Club on 16 March 2010. One of the awardees was Associate
Professor Susan Gourvenec.

“Foundation Design: A Comparison of Oil and Gas Platforms
with Offshore Wind Turbines” appeared last year in volume
44, number 1 of the MTS Journal and was authored by
James A. Schneider, PhD, and Marc Senders, PhD. James
is an Assistant Professor at the University of WisconsinMadison, and Marc is working at Woodside Energy, Perth.
The paper was an extension of a presentation James gave
at the 2009 TechSurge Workshop, Marine Technology for
Offshore Wind Power. The Outstanding Manuscript Award
comes with a $1000 prize. Unbeknownst to the judges who
chose the paper, it was the most cited and purchased MTS
Journal paper of the year.

Susan received the 2010 Award for Postgraduate Research
Supervision. The citation for Susan’s award highlighted
her outstanding achievements in research supervision at
postgraduate level, which has led to award-winning journal
contributions emerging from students who work under her
direction.

Figure 91: Susan Gourvenec.
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Social Pages

Soccer

This year’s annual Soccer match between Civil and COFS
was marred by a lack of goals from COFS, and as a result we
were beaten 5-0.
It is starting to become a cut and paste reaction to this
annual defeat by Civil, but this will not deter us from trying
again next year.
The game itself was not completely one sided, as it was 1-0
at half time with a suspicion of hand ball playing it’s part in the
first goal (Blind Freddy could have spotted it).
As for the second half, the less said the better.
A big thank you to Andy Fourie who refereed the match
without incident (with the exception of the first goal – he was
clearly too far away). Thanks to all who gave their time yet
again to this pursuit.

Figure 92: COFS team. (Back row from left to right): Omid Kohan,
Andy Fourie (Ref), Scott Draper, Ivan Kenny, Henning Mohr,
Mehrdad Kimaei, Mark Cassidy. (Front row): Steven Cheng,
Indranil Guha, Shazzad Hossain, Amin Rismanchian.

See you all next year.

Figure 94: COFS and Civil battle it out.

Figure 93: Civil Team. (Back row from left to right): Muhammad
Alam, Pantazis Houlis, Andy Fourie (Ref.), Jiaoxiang Li. (Front
row): James Doherty, Yusuke Suzuki, Wensu Chen, Barry Lehane.

Figure 95: Both students and staff compete for the ball.
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3rd UWA Staff Sports Fun Day
Another Fun Day!
COFS and Civil united their Volleyball skills for the occasion
of the Staff Sports Fun Day. They were joined by staff from
Mathematics and Mechanical Engineering to form two teams.
For this third edition, the weather was mild, and players did
not have to worry too much about the famous Perth sun.
Each of the two teams was given the chance to play two
games, during which nothing really remarkable happened,
and for which the scores remain unknown (but in favour
of our teams). However, the best part of the day was the
after game play, where the two teams revealed their hidden
Volleyball talents, which are in part the result of a weekly
practice on Friday at lunch time. This free play could have
lasted all day, if not for the organisers who asked us to
clear the field. Oh well, it was lunch time anyway, and some
funny rain drizzle started seeping out of the sky, a very rare
phenomenon in Perth.

swimmers, each swimming at least 1km (most swimming
2km plus). It must be said that no one began to swim
these distances immediately, but attained this by regular
swimming and adopting an improved technique. The group’s
tally for 2011 currently stands at 278 kilometres in just 41
days of activity!
The group rendezvous at 1150 hours each weekday and
en route to the pool, the discussion topics are many and
varied. Everything from swimming techniques to cultural
eccentricities to world issues are discussed, debated and
gesticulated, more often than not, particularly after the
session, the topic is food.
Group members include Alex Duff, Amin (Arm-Out)
Rismanchian, Andy Fourie, Daniela Ciancio, Don Herley, Keith
Russell, Lisa Melvin, Nathalie Boukpeti, Soeren Soerensen,
Vickie Kong and Yuxia Hu.
It’s not all about the best swimmers as the group is more
likely to draw inspiration from new members attaining the
magical 1km mark. Vickie Kong and Alex Duff are the
standouts here. Notwithstanding the group have its stylish
swimmers as well. Daniela Ciancio with her no-splash
butterfly and Soeren Soerensen with his streamlined freestyle
fit into this category.
We’re certainly not an elite group however we’re enthusiastic
and welcome any likeminded persons to join us. Bring your
Speedos when you next visit UWA!
Bon appétit!

Figure 96: The two Volleyball teams on Staff Sports Fun
Day. Back row (left to right): Kun Yang, Wei He, Divya S.K.
Mana, Santiram Chatterjee, Nitin Ropelle, Derek Scales, Amin
Rismanchian, Monica Chen, Nathalie Boukpeti, Yusuke Suzuki.
Front row (left to right): Indranil Guna, Behnaz Abdollahzadeh,
Lisa Melvin, Yuxia Hu.

Swimming
COFS and Splutter!
It was some time during 2008 that the swimming group came
about. After some discussion we recently determined that
the then COFS IT facilitator, Wenge Liu, Lisa Melvin and the
retired Diane Christensen were the first regular swimmers. In
the three years since then the group has become larger and,
dare I say, considerably more professional.

Figure 97: COFS and Civil Swim Club. From left to right: Keith
Russell, Don Herley, Vickie Kong, Alex Duff, Lisa Melvin, Daniela
Ciancio, Soren Sorenson, Yuxia Hu, Nathalie Boukpeti, Amin
Rismanchian.

The group presently boasts twelve swimmers although
there’s a few who struggle to get to the 45 minute lunchtime
session regularly owing to work commitments. Generally the
daily group will involve any combination of up to four to six
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COFS Centrifuge Team Easter Go-Karting

98: Go Karting in Henderson.

On Easter Sunday ‘Team Centrifuge’ and their families
headed south of Fremantle for a day of Go Kart racing.
A concerning wet track had us feeling that spinning
centrifuges would soon be replaced by whizzing little race
cars, but luckily it soon dried up and the first of two groups
hit the pedal to the metal and took on the challenging circuit
at Cockburn Raceway.
As if some pre race engine tweaking has been done by ye old
wise one, Tuarn took line honours as did Bart in a ding dong
battle with Lisa in the second race.
Lisa then cemented her authority (as usual in the office)
with a solid win over her closest rivals, with other chequered
flags going to Christophe and Kimberly in some hard fought
battles.
The Herley’s may have won a parallel parking contest, but
were never in this race, and Shane seemed to enjoy spinning
his kart more than anyone. Andrew was often just out of
the top runners, whilst Celine, Shazzy, Han, John, Khin and
Cathy enjoyed some good racing further afield.
As some light rain again made things a little tighter on the
track, the BBQ was moved undercover, and Christophe in the
fight for top spot on the podium, narrowly took out the final
race from Lisa, whose consistency earned her the title
of overall champion.
The smell of burning rubber was replaced by sizzling
sausages and a hearty lunch followed the racing as we all
reflected on a really enjoyable day at the racetrack.
Podium finishers were:
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1st
2nd
3rd

Lisa
Kimberly/Christophe
Tuarn/Bart

Figure 99: COFS centrifuge staff and family.

Christmas Party
The combined COFS and School of Civil and Resource
Engineering Christmas party was held at Royal Perth Yacht
Club. Staff, students and their families enjoyed dinner, face
painting and a raffle of various prizes.

Figure 100: Face painting fun wasn’t only enjoyed by the children.

Figure 101: Overlooking Royal Perth Yacht Club.
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STATEMENT OF FUNDS AND EXPENDITURE
for the year ended 31 December 2010

FUNDING
Commonwealth Government Funds
Research Quantum
ARC Grants
CSIRO Flagship Collaboration Fund

$589,401
$1,426,517
$264,981

$2,280,899

State Government

$531,650

Host Institution Support

$823,189

Industry/Private Funds

$4,790,551

Other Funds

$169,298

TOTAL FUNDING

$8,595,587

EXPENDITURE
Salaries
Academic Staff
Non-Academic Staff
Scholarships and Scholarship Supplements
Equipment
Travel and Conference Expenses
Consumables
Other Expenses

$2,520,776
$1,511,277
$329,111

$4,361,164
$1,057,149
$367,478
$11,036
$664,508

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$6,461,335

OPERATING RESULT

$2,134,252
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COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT FUNDS
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Operating Grant – Research Quantum
Australian Postgraduate Awards*
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Cassidy – Engineering Solutions for the Next Generation of Offshore Oil and Gas Infrastructure
FT0990301
Cheng, White and Randolph – On Bottom Stability of Large Diameter Submarine Pipelines
LP0989936
Gaudin and Cassidy – A Novel Foundation to Extend the Operation of Mobile Structures into
Deeper Water LP0989433
Gourvenec and Randolph – Shallow Foundation Solutions for Offshore Oil and Gas Facilities
DP0988904
Hu, Cassidy and White – Design of Offshore Foundations with Large Penetration into Multilayered
Soils DP1096764
Randolph – Federation Fellowship – Geotechnical Engineering Solutions for Deep Water Oil and
Gas Development FF0561473
Randolph – Application of field penetrometer data to offshore geotechnical design in deep water
DP0665958
White – Seabed Engineering to Unlock Australias Deepwater Oil and Gas Resources FT0991816
Randolph – ERA Engineering and Environmental Sciences Research Evaluation Committee

$589,401
$58,720

$648,121

$345,686
$104,142
$62,485
$162,462
$142,905
$171,355
$110,435
$305,967
$21,080

CSIRO Flagship Cluster
Cassidy, Randolph, Cheng, Gaudin, White, Hao, et al – Subsea Pipelines for Reliable and
Environmentally Safe Development of Ocean Hydrocarbon Resources

$1,426,517

$264,981

STATE GOVERNMENT FUNDS
Department of Commerce – Centre of Excellence
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Resources
MERIWA – Modelling of Submarine Landslides and Their Impact on Pipelines
WA Energy Research Alliance – Marine Geohazards
WA Energy Research Alliance – Postgraduate Scholarships
WA Energy Research Alliance – Subsea Gas Processing

$315,896
$12,200
$21,004
$154,112
$22,820
$5,619

$531,650

HOST INSTITUTION SUPPORT
In Kind Salary Support*
University Postgraduate Awards*
Research Development Awards
Research Matching Funds
Salary Supplementation
Discretionary Income

$373,566
$537,199
$80,304
$500,000
$115,054
$127,831

$1,733,954

PROJECT AND INDUSTRY SUPPORT**
OTHER FUNDS
TOTAL FUNDING
* Denotes notional funds
** See page 81
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$4,790,551
$169,298
$9,565,072
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